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SAMU (Medical)
Gendarmes (Police)
Pompiers (Fire and also trained in
medical emergency)
114 Text-message emergency number for
deaf/hard of hearing
119 Child abuse
115 Homeless
113 Drugs and alcohol
112 European emergency not always English
1616 Emergency- Sea & Lake
3131 Last incoming call, key ‘5’ to connect
Orange
English speaking helpline
0033 (0)9 69 36 39 00
Website in English: www.orange.com/en/home
Technical assistance for landlines (French):
3900 (+33 9 69 39 39 00 from abroad)
SFR 1023 or 00336 1000 1023 (Not English)
EDF
0810 333087 EDF breakdown 24 hours
+33 (0)9 69 36 63 83 EDF Helpline in English
0033 562164908 (From UK)
05 62 16 49 32 Fax
E-mail: simpleenergywithedf@edf.fr
CPAM - 09 74 75 36 46
Veolia Water Emergency No: 24h/24 et 7j/7
05 61 80 09 02 (press 1 for urgent problems or
2 for a technician)
S.E.P Du Confolens (Water)
05 87 23 10 08 Emergency 24/7
Aéroport Int’l Limoges 05 55 43 30 30
SNCF (train times, buying tickets etc) 36 35
Alcoholics Anonymous
For contact details of meetings in your area
including those conducted in English, visit
www.aafrance.net

Please download the pdf from this link now:
www.paysruffecois.fr/sante/guide.pdf

HOSPITALS
05 55 05 55 55
Limoges (CHU)
05 55 43 50 00
St Junien
05 55 47 20 20
Bellac
05 49 44 44 44
Poitiers
05 45 24 40 40
Angoulême
05 49 32 79 79
Niort
05 45 84 40 00
Confolens
Counselling In France Counsellors,
psychotherapists, NLP, CBT etc offering therapy
in English to expatriates all over France on
www.counsellinginfrance.com
SSAFA France 05 53 24 92 38
email france@ssafa.org.uk
French Health Insurance Advice line.
CPAM English speaking Advice line:
09 74 75 36 46 (from France)
0033 974 75 36 46 (from other countries).
The line is open from Monday to Friday, from
8:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
NHS website : www.nhs.uk/using-thenhs/healthcare-abroad
www.ameli.fr
No Panic France Helpline:
No Panic UK helpline:
0044 1 952 590 545 11h - 23h (French time) 7/7
www.nopanic.org.uk /nopanicfrance@orange.fr
English-speaking Crisis Line
SOS- HELP 01 46 21 46 46 3pm-11pm 7/7
British Consulate in Paris 01 44 51 31 00
British Consulate in Bordeaux 05 57 22 21 10
www.ukinfrance.fco.gov.uk/en/
Credit Agricole English Speaking Helpline
Charente (residents only) 05 45 20 49 60
Anglofile - Radio for British in Charente www.rcf.fr Tues 20h (repeated Sun 11h30).
leme 96.8, Chalais 96.9, Confolens 95.4, Ruffec
95.4, Char. Limousine 104.1, Cognac 89.9

Print 2 copies - one for your home and one
for your car - it could save a life.
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lifestyle

REDUCE, REUSE, RECYCLE
IN A BID TO REDUCE HOUSEHOLD WASTE AND TO BE MORE MINDFUL OF THE
ITEMS WE ARE BUYING, FRANCE IS GUIDING ITS INHABITANTS TO LEAD A
CLEANER AND GREENER LIFESTYLE. ANYONE WHO HAS BEEN TO THEIR LOCAL
DÉCHETTERIE WILL KNOW THAT FRANCE TAKES ITS RECYCLING SERIOUSLY
(WOE BETIDE ANYONE WHO PLACES AN ITEM IN THE WRONG SKIP!)

Yellow Bins

YELLOW RECYCLING BIN

COMPOST

Pretty much all
packaging can go in
here. Plastic bottles
and containers (you
can leave the lids on),
plus all other plastic
packaging and
wrapping.

Peelings and leftover fruit and
vegetables, bread, crushed eggshells,
coffee grounds, filters, tea bags.
Leaves, prunings, grass clippings,
small branches (cut if necessary),
paper towels soiled by food waste.
Also tissues, paper tablecloths and
paper napkins.

No need to wash out.
Goes straight into the
bin (no bag).

Mix dry (newspaper, dry leaves) with
wet waste (peelings, coffee grounds,
etc.). Turnover so it’s aerated, this
way the degradation of the waste will
be faster, The heap should remain
slightly damp. If necessary, water it
(rainwater). If it’s in a compost bin,
simply open the lid when it rains.

Cardboard boxes (if
bigger than a shoebox
size, break them into
smaller pieces)
newspapers,
magazines, envelopes.
Don’t insert items into
other items.

BLACK RECYCLING BIN
Balloons, lighters,
scouring sponges, plastic
toothbrushes, feminine
hygiene products,
disposable razors,
cigarette butts, netting
from fruit and vegetables.
Consider not buying them
in the first place. There
are much greener
alternatives available.

▪ These should be your
main waste disposal
▪ Place items directly into
the yellow-lidded bin
▪ No need to wash (but you
probably want to give
items a good rinse to keep
your recycling bin clean)
▪ Don’t put smaller items
into a bigger one (e.g.,
don’t cram tins into
cereal boxes)
▪ No need to crush items. If
you do crush them, make
sure that items aren’t
rammed in the bin - they
must be able to fall out of
the bin with ease,
otherwise additional costs
could be incurred

Black Bins

GREEN/GLASS
RECYCLING BIN
Glass bottles,
jars etc. all go to
your communal
bottle bank.
If they are
broken, you
need to take
them to
the déchetterie.

▪ Many areas now just have
one collection every 2
weeks. Your local waste
disposal contract may
allow you up to 12
collections a year, after
that you could be charge
(you need to check with
your relevant provider).
▪ Black bins need to have
the rubbish disposed in
bags (no longer provided)
▪ Don’t squash the bin
bags in, if the rubbish
doesn’t come out freely
on the automated lorry
lift, this could result in
being charged for an
additional collection
▪ Make sure you can close
the bin, otherwise it
could be counted as
2 collections
All details given as a guide only,
check with your local provider
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Recycled
Braided Rug
MAKING A BRAIDED RUG IS A FABULOUS WAY TO RECYCLE OLD
TEXTILES INTO A COLOURFUL MAT. USE THEM AS DOORMATS, BATH
MATS, PLACEMATS OR TRIVETS IN YOUR HOME

I

n today’s fast fashion and consumerism
world, textiles account for 22% of total
global mixed waste.

using fabrics is one way to take individual
responsibility for our waste.

Between 2000 and 2015, clothing
production doubled. Fast fashion – the
increase in numbers of styles and
collections of clothing, along with lower
prices – has led to a significant increase in
fashion waste. The average consumer is
buying more clothes, wearing them less,
and creating more waste. Additionally,
inefficient manufacturing practices mean
that clothing ends end up on the cutting
room floor, rather than being recycled

Strips of fabric (see below for details)

Another study states that between 1975
and 2018, global per-capita textile
production increased from 5.9 kg per
person to 13kg per person.
Globally, we consume 62 million tonnes of
textiles per year. By 2030, this is expected
to reach 102 million tonnes.
This level of waste is unsustainable. While
recycling is only part of the solution, re-
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By Sar
ah

Whitin
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Sarah is the author of
craftinvaders.co.uk
where she blogs
about her original
craft tutorials,
recipes, foraging,
and developing wellbeing through being
creative, spending
time outdoors
and connecting
with nature

Needle and Strong Thread

2. To start, I sewed three strips together
at one end to secure them, as shown
in the photo (above right). In each
group of 3 strips, I tried to include
light, dark and bright coloured fabric
to make a pretty braid.

Scissors
I decided to make a rectangular rug to sit
in front of our stove.

3. Once I had braided the strips of
fabric, I used a few stitches to secure
the second end.

My finished rug measures approximately
80cm x 50cm, made from 20 braids.

4. Once you have all the braids, arrange
them into any order you like, with the
best side of the braid facing up before
sewing them together.

Materials

Each braid is made from 3 strips that
range between 7cm and 10 cm wide and
between 100cm and 120 cm long.
I used a mixture of cotton and poly-cotton
fabric for my braided rug. You can use old
textiles such as bedding or clothing such
as tee-shirts and denim to make rag rugs.
Steps
1. Start by cutting your fabric into
lengths to be braided. I made 20
braids, so I used 60 strips of fabric.

5. I hand sewed my braided rug
together, working, so the stitching sat
on the less neat side of the mat.
6. The photo to the right shows my
finished braided rug. My cat is
adamant that I lovingly crafted it
for him.
So go forth, have a rummage in your
cupboards and get creating!

craft
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Leek and potato Soup

Celebrating
Welsh Cuisine
MARCH THE 1ST IS SAINT DAVID’S DAY, HE IS THE PATRON SAINT OF
WALES AND THIS, UNSUPRISINGLY, STARTED ME THINKING ABOUT
WELSH FOOD AND RECIPES

I

I’ve given the French version of the dish
‘Welsh’ which, like its Welsh original, is
made from melted cheddar cheese, beer,
bread, ham, mustard and Worcestershire
My first thought was Welsh rarebit, or
sauce, which is browned in the oven. The
Welsh rabbit as my mother used to call it.
French version includes a slice of ham and
Actually, she wasn’t far wrong with her
sometimes a fried egg on top. It is
‘mispronunciation’; evidently, the name of
recommended to serve it with pommes
Welsh rabbit was one way of referring to
frites and a beer – and I thought that
this dish as a low quality substitute for
sounds just like a fancier version of the
rabbit meat.
eponymous ‘Croque-monsieur’ and his
better dressed wife
So indeed, Welsh rarebit,
My mother would have ‘Croque-madame’!
or ‘Welsh’ as it is known
made it with slices of
in France, is a dish
I often make ‘Flamiche’
originating from Wales
cooked ham and a
which is a delicious French
that has become one of
cheesy sauce
leek tart or quiche, typically
the specialities in the
using a soft rind cheese such
Nord and Pas de Calais
as Port Salut or Livarot. Leeks are
and more particularly in the Lille region.
synonymous with Wales and Welsh
It would have been imported there by a
cooking and very typically paired in a tart
Welsh garrison stationed at Baincthun,
with Caerphilly or goat’s cheese, another
near Boulogne-sur-Mer, during the siege
very similar Welsh/French classic dish.
of Boulogne-sur-Mer in 1544 by Henry
Leek and potato soup is a firm favourite of
VIII. In Welsh the dish is called cawsours and our guests at the chateau. I
wedi-pobi (meaning ‘cooked cheese’).
t didn’t take me long to realise that
many well-known Welsh dishes have
their very own French equivalents.
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Welsh Rarebit

Belinda, the
‘Accidental
Chatelaine’ loves
to cook at any
opportunity
and is delighted to
be able to share
that love with you
By Beli
n

da Prin
ce

www.
chateaumareuil.com

usually serve it as a winter warmer, piping
hot with crusty bread. Vichyssoise
(sounds so elegant doesn’t it!) is another
well-known French classic, served chilled
as a refreshing summer starter. The
recipes can be almost identical, although
the one I’ve given here this month has the
addition of celery to add a different
flavour dimension.
And the final recipe for the beloved leek,
one of my childhood favourites - leeks and
ham in cheese sauce. My mother would
have made it with slices of cooked ham
and a cheesy sauce made in the traditional
‘Béchamel’ style; the recipe here uses a
cured ham, and crème fraîche provides the
creamy topping. And then I thought of
another of my favourites which I make
here in France, ‘endives au jambon’ – it’s
almost identical, just swap the leeks!
And lastly, Welsh cakes – I couldn’t find a
French version, they are most definitely
Welsh, but if anyone knows of one….

food

Leek tart

This well-loved Welsh winter warmer has
the addition of celery and is served piping
hot. The sophisticated French version,
Vichyssoise, by contrast, is served chilled
as a refreshing summer cooler.
Ingredients
3 tbsp olive oil
40g unsalted butter
3 medium potatoes, peeled and chopped
3 leeks, white and light green parts only,
thinly sliced
3 celery stalks, chopped, plus yellow leaves
for garnish (optional)
3 garlic cloves, finely chopped
1.5 ltr chicken or vegetable stock
6 sprigs fresh thyme
1 tsp salt, plus more to taste

Welsh Rarebit or ‘Welsh’

¾ tsp ground black pepper, plus more
to taste
250ml crème fraîche
Method
1. In a large saucepan, heat the oil and
butter over a medium heat. Add the
potatoes, leeks and celery. Cook,
stirring, until the leeks are tender,
about 6 to 8 minutes. Add the garlic
and cook, stirring, until fragrant,
about 30 seconds.
2. Stir in the chicken or vegetable stock,
thyme sprigs, salt and pepper. Bring
to a simmer over medium-high heat.
Reduce the heat to medium-low and
cook, uncovered, until the potatoes
are tender, about 15 to 20 minutes.
2 tbsp Dijon mustard
*Or other hard cheese of your choice
Method

Welsh rarebit is so much more than just
fancy cheese on toast. Perhaps it’s the
beer, or the mustard and Worcestershire
sauce, but either way, it’s a great hearty
lunch. (Especially when it’s paired with
the creamy tomato soup.)

1. Preheat the oven to 200º/180°C fan.
Toast the slices of farmhouse bread (1
per person) in a toaster and place
them in individual ovenproof dishes.
Place a slice of ham on each slice
of bread.

Ingredients (Serves 4)

2. Cut the cheddar cheese into cubes.
Melt it in a saucepan over a very low
heat, stirring constantly with a
wooden spoon. When the mixture is
smooth, add the beer, flour,
Worcestershire sauce and Tabasco,
and mix.

4 slices farmhouse bread
4 slices white ham
300g cheddar cheese*
80ml dark beer
1 tbsp plain flour
1 tsp Worcestershire sauce
a few drops of Tabasco

Leek and Potato Soup
3. Remove the thyme sprigs. Transfer
the soup to a blender or food
processor in batches. If using a
blender, remove the top insert from
the lid and cover with a kitchen towel.
Purée until smooth, about 30
seconds. Return to the saucepan and
stir in the crème fraîche and cook
over medium-low heat, stirring, until
the soup is slightly thickened, 10 to
15 minutes.
4. Season the soup with more salt and
pepper. Garnish with celery leaves or
some chopped parsley.
immediately into each dish, directly
onto the bread and ham, and put your
Welsh in the oven for a few minutes
to allow the melted cheese to brown.
Serve hot, as soon as it comes out of
the oven.
4. For an even more delicious version,
top your Welsh with a fried egg. Serve
it with the traditional chips and a
green salad.

3. Once all the ingredients are well
mixed you can add the mustard. As
soon as it comes to the boil, pour it
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Dips and Sauces

Seafood Fondue

Brasserie La Licorne

Château Mareuil History, Beauty, Tradition…
Come and visit our medieval château
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CHÂTEAU GALLERY & BROCANTE
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Belinda and Lee Prince
www.chateaumareuil.com
Château Mareuil, Mareuil, 86290 Brigueil-le-Chantre

Support Local Business
we all need each other
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Leek Tart …or Flamiche *
Ingredients (Serves 6)
1 pack shortcrust pastry /pâte brisée
500g leeks, white part only, thinly sliced**
50g butter
175g soft rinded cheese, eg Port Salut or
Livarot, chopped
1 egg
1 egg yolk

60ml double cream/crème entière
Grated cheese to finish
*Flamiche can also be made as a pie with a
pastry lid
**Use the green part for soups or stews
Method
1. Preheat the oven to 180º/160ºfan and
place a baking tray on the top shelf.
Carefully line a 23cm loose-bottom
tart tin with the ready-made pastry.
2. Cook the sliced leeks in boiling salted
water for 10 minutes and drain

thoroughly. Fry the leeks in the
butter for 5 minutes and keep stirring
so they don’t brown. Stir in the cubes
of cheese, then tip into a bowl and add
the egg, extra yolk, and the cream.
Stir to mix and season well.
3. Pour the filling into the pastry case
and smooth down with a fork.
Sprinkle with some grated cheese
to finish.
4. Bake for 30-35 minutes on the baking
tray until browned.
Can be served hot, cold or warm!

Baked Leeks and Ham in Cheese Sauce
Using classic Welsh ingredients, this
simple gratin makes a delicious lunch or
supper dish. Serve with boiled potatoes or
some crusty bread. The well-known
traditional recipe ‘endives au jambon’ is
the French alternative.
Ingredients (Serves 4)
8 small/medium leeks with most of the
green parts removed
8 slices of Parma ham or Serrano ham
120g mature Welsh cheddar cheese, grated
(or another hard cheese of your choice)
300ml crème fraîche
2 tsp wholegrain mustard
Dash of Worcestershire sauce
Black pepper & salt to taste
Preheat your oven to 200° C/180ºC fan

Method
1. Cook the leeks in a pan of boiling
salted water for 4-5 mins until just
tender. Drain the leeks thoroughly
and allow to cool, pat dry with kitchen
roll to ensure all the excess liquid is
removed
2. Wrap a slice of ham around each leek
and place seam down in a lightlybuttered shallow baking dish
3. Place the crème fraîche in mixing
bowl and mix in Worcester sauce,
mustard, and seasoning. Add 100g of
cheddar and mix thoroughly.
4. Spoon over the leeks, sprinkle over
remaining cheddar, and bake for 20
mins until golden and bubbling.

Welsh Cakes
These delicious Welsh cakes go down a
treat, but don’t save them just for St.
David’s Day, they’re so tasty they will be
devoured all year long!
Ingredients (Makes 10-12 cakes)
250g self-raising flour (farine a gâteaux)
100g caster sugar (sucre en poudre)
120g butter
100g raisins or sultanas
1 free-range egg, beaten
milk if needed
extra butter for greasing
Method
1. Sieve the flour into bowl, then add
the butter and rub in finely together.
2. Add sugar and raisins or sultanas and
mix together.

etcetera 14

3. Add the beaten egg and mix to form a
dough. If the mixture is too dry and
crumbly, add a little milk.
4. Roll out onto a floured board, to
about 1 cm thick.
5. Cut using a 5cm (approx) cutter, then
cook on a greased non-stick, heavyduty pan, on a medium heat for about
4 to 5 minutes each side. Keep a
close eye on your Welsh cakes - too
short a period and they won’t be
cooked in middle, cooked for too long
and they will be dry. When touched
during cooking they should feel
springy, but not wet to the touch (no
mixture should come out of
the middle).
Once cooked, dust with caster
sugar and enjoy.

opinion

Brian White lives in
south Indre with
his wife, too many
moles and not
enough guitars

Nowadays, public discourse is adversarial,
everyone manning their own barricade.
Opposing opinions are shouted down,
branded ‘disloyal’ or even ‘treasonous.’
The UK tabloids tell their readers not only
what happened but how furious they
should feel about it. Following the attacks
of September 11, 2001 in New York, US
President George W. Bush declared,
"Every nation now has a decision to make.
Either you are with us, or you are with the
terrorists." Anyone even querying this
sweeping over-simplification was
considered suspect.

BIAS BINDING
I

t’s been said that there are two kinds of
fool: those who can't change their
opinions and those who won't. I think I
may be one of them although I can’t quite
decide which.
How often do you change your mind? Not
about the small stuff, like what to wear or
choosing between ‘Prime Minister’s
Questions’ on the news channel or
something more uplifting, like ‘When
Brides Attack’ on ITV12. No, I mean the
big topics – your bedrock principles, the
convictions you stand
for. Your opinions.

Rich people should pay more tax. You
know, things like that.
There is comfort in certainty and I’m
always intrigued by what psychologists call
‘confirmation bias’. This is the tendency
we have to be more willing to believe – or
even to seek out - information which
reinforces a view we already hold, while
eschewing alternative points of view. Not
me, obviously, my opinions are balanced
and clearly beyond rational dispute.

You might feel my
standpoint suggests a
liberal/leftie bias.
There is a seductive
It’s always tough to
And, it’s true, I have
reassess and concede
refuge in ‘don’t give me
read and admired the
that someone else’s view
Guardian newspaper
the facts, I’ve already
might actually make
for forty years, I’m a
made up my mind’
more sense than our
member of Republic
own. It carries the
UK, I knit my own
unsettling subtext Weetabix – all boxes
what else might I be wrong about? Hence
ticked. But disputes over ‘left’ and ‘right’
there is a seductive refuge in ‘don’t give
leanings stupidly ignore the horrors which
me the facts, I’ve already made up
exist at the extremes of both. Friendships
my mind’.
and co-operation thrive across political
divides in all legislative bodies, a fact
I’m not immune and admit to holding
shamefully underreported in our polarised
some non-negotiable views myself. Since
times. (You may know that these political
you ask: I believe rich people should pay
markers originate here in France in 1789
more tax. I believe the measure of a
when supporters of the king lined up on
society is how it treats women; I believe
the right of the National Assembly, while
the audience at BBC’s Strictly Come
the revolutionaries – acting for the people
Dancing should be physically prevented
from clapping along on the wrong beat.
- sat on the left).

And what about people who express an
opinion where none is required? Last
January a BBC director stated that the
network would be open to giving airtime
to people whose opinion it is that the
Earth is flat. Even minority viewpoints
should be addressed, he said. Now I
admire the BBC enormously but, call me a
stickler, the shape of our planet is not
something on which you can hold an
‘opinion’. If your belief is demonstrably –
and provably - untrue, then it’s actually
a delusion.
While acknowledging that my
confirmation bias is not at all constructive,
I nonetheless avoid opinions the polar
opposite of my own. Do I really want to
hear a bigot ‘justifying’ his blind
prejudice? Could I be persuaded that the
civilised way to deal with terrified families
adrift in a rubber dinghy is to threaten
them with Royal Navy gunboats? Or that
the Covid pandemic/vaccine (delete as
appropriate) is all a plot/conspiracy
/hoax (ditto).
I won’t venture into this realm of the
absurd. While many are fond of quoting
Voltaire’s famous declaration, “I disagree
with what you say, but I will defend to the
death your right to say it”, few remember
the next bit, “unless you’re just spouting
baseless claptrap”.
Obviously, everyone is entitled to an
opinion but there are simply too many
flying about. Also, they’re mostly wrong.
You might think me dogmatic but I’m sure
you’re far too intelligent to disagree, (my
mother used to terminate all arguments
with this unbeatable flourish).
So, am I steadfast in my thinking or
simply intolerant? Strongly principled or
just biased? Ultimately, it’s a matter of
opinion. Let me know if you change
your mind.
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Parlez
Français
French conversation, vocabulary & traditions

La Journée Internationale deosx
Droitosx deosx Femmeosx -Le 8 marosx 2022

L

a journée des femmes ou journée internationale pour
Les droits des femmes est célébrée le 8 mars de chaque année. Le
but est de réfléchir sur les conditions des femmes dans le monde et de
lutter contre les inégalités face aux hommes.
Women's day or international women's rights day is celebrated on
8th march of each year. The aim is to reflect on the conditions of
women in the world and to fight against inequalities.

L

a première journée nationale
des femmes a eu lieu le 28
février 1909 aux États-Unis suite à
une déclaration du parti socialiste
américain. Le « National Women's
Day » sera célébré chaque dernier
dimanche de février jusqu'en 1913.
The first National Women's Day was held
on 28th February 1909 in the United
States following a statement by the
American Socialist Party. “National
Women's Day” was celebrated the last
Sunday of every February until 1913.
Dès 1911, la première Journée
Internationale des Femmes a eu

lieu. De grandes manifestations en
faveur du droit des femmes ont été
organisées en Europe (en
Allemagne, en Suisse, en Autriche
ou encore au Danemark) ainsi
qu'aux États-Unis.
As early as 1911, the first International
Women's Day was held. Large
demonstrations in support of women's
rights have been organised in Europe
(Germany, Switzerland, Austria and
Denmark) as well as in the United States.
Les nombreux rassemblements,
réunissant un million de femmes et
d'hommes, avaient pour but

d'obtenir un certain nombre
d'avantages dont bénéficiaient déjà
les hommes :
− le droit de vote ;
− le droit de pouvoir occuper des
postes dans la fonction publique ;
− le droit de travailler ;
− le droit à la formation
professionnelle ;
− l'élimination de la discrimination
au travail.
The numerous rallies, bringing together a
million women and men, were intended

Broaden your horizons with CONTINENTAL HORIZONS!
Bonne Journée des Femmes à toutes les femmes ! Happy Women's Day to all women!

Isabelle
Mob. : 06 20 10 34 49 / Email : continentalhorizons@free.fr
Isabelle works for CONTINENTAL HORIZONS Language Centre in L’Isle Jourdain and teaches
French as a Foreign Language every day in their many classrooms. Do not hesitate to contact her
on 05 49 84 17 73.
www.continental-horizons.com
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to obtain a number of advantages
already enjoyed by men:
− the right to vote;
− the right to hold positions in the
civil service;
− the right to work;
− the right to vocational training;
− the elimination of discrimination
at work.
C'est en 1917 que fut fixée la date du
8 mars comme journée des femmes.
C'est à cette date que de nombreuses
femmes russes manifestèrent contre
la guerre et pour l'obtention de plus
de denrées alimentaires.
Lénine décréta en 1921 le 8 mars
comme date officielle du jour dédié
aux femmes en Russie, qui sera
ensuite retenue pour la
manifestation mondiale.
It was in 1917 that the date of 8th March
was set as Women's Day. It was on this
date that many Russian women
demonstrated against the war and for
more food. Lenin decreed in 1921 the 8th
March as the official date of the day
dedicated to women in Russia, which was
then set as the date for the whole world.
Après la Seconde Guerre mondiale,
la journée internationale des
femmes est devenue une tradition.
La charte des Nations Unies signée à
San Francisco en 1945 abonde dans
ce sens et proclame l'égalité des
sexes en tant que droit fondamental
de la personne humaine.
After the Second World War,
International Women's Day became a
tradition. The Charter of the United

Nations signed in San Francisco in 1945
supported this and proclaimed gender
equality as a fundamental human right.
Les Nations Unies ont officialisé
cette célébration (et sa date)
en 1977 et elle a été instaurée en
France en 1982 par le Président
François Mitterrand.
The United Nations formalised this
celebration (and its date) in 1977 and it
was established in France in 1982 by
President François Mitterrand.
Chaque année, le 8 mars, les femmes
(mais aussi les hommes), à travers le
monde, défilent dans les rues pour
obtenir certains droits déjà accordés
aux hommes, de meilleures
conditions de travail et
principalement pour lutter contre
l'inégalité entre hommes et femmes.
En France, des concerts,
spectacles, marches, défilés,
évènements sportifs ou encore
expositions sont proposés.
Every year, on 8th March, women (but
also men), around the world, march in the
streets to obtain certain rights already
granted to men, better working
conditions and mainly to fight against
inequality between men and women.
In France there are concerts, shows,
marches, parades, sporting events
and exhibitions.
À l'échelle mondiale, chaque journée
des Femmes aborde un thème
précis, fixé par l'ONU et donnant
lieu à de nombreux débats.
Worldwide, each Women's Day addresses
a specific theme set by the UN, generating
many debates.

La Journée internationale des
femmes, le 8 mars 2022, s’inscrit
sous le thème de « L’égalité
aujourd’hui pour un avenir
durable » - en reconnaissance de la
contribution des femmes et des filles
du monde entier qui mènent
l’offensive quant à l’adaptation et la
réponse aux changements
climatiques et à leur atténuation,
en faveur de la construction d’un
avenir plus durable pour toutes
les personnes.
International Women's Day, 8th March
2022, has the theme of ‘Equality Today
for a Sustainable Future’ – in recognition
of the contribution of women and girls
around the world who are leading the
offensive on climate change adaptation,
response and mitigation, to build a more
sustainable future for everyone.
À notre petite échelle, nous pouvons
célébrer la Journée des Femmes en
leur disant combien elles comptent
pour nous, leur offrir une journée
de détente, faire les tâches
ménagères, reconnaître tout ce
qu’elles font pour nous tout au long
de l’année !
Et surtout, n’attendez pas le 8 mars
pour leur dire que vous les aimez !
On our small scale, we can celebrate
Women's Day by telling them how much
they mean to us, offer them a relaxing
day, do household chores, and recognise
everything they do for us throughout
the year!
And above all, don't wait until 8th March
to tell them you love them!
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FRENCH LESSONS
FOR FREE

FRENCH LESSONS

with experienced French teachers

At Dino’s in Champagnac la Rivière (87150)

(if eligible)

Groups - Private tutoring - E-learning
Contact Alain
05 55 32 41 76 / 06 37 76 54 98
alain.rio@hvformations.org
Siret: 824417364 00018

http://hvformations.org

ONE-TO-ONE / GROUPS
PLUS

or ONLINE CLASSES

Translations &
Administrative Assistance

Sandrine Durand Siret : 488 296 450 00015
05 55 78 16 21 / 06 83 07 66 98
r.sandrine.durand@orange.fr

FRENCH
COMMUNICATION
SERVICES
Comprehensive administration, translation
and support services for English-speaking
people in France…to make life easier.
Call Jenny 06 79 85 58 84
Mail: jenifer@wordsmithcoms.com
www.facebook.com/frenchwordsmith
Siret 504 587 924 00011

To support and guide you in all
administrative procedures : mails & letters,
job search & business set-up,
proofreading, translations, appointments…

Emma Salaun-Cahill
French Masters in English Literature
French national, perfectly bilingual

05 16 16 12 63
emma.2710@laposte.net

YOUR COMPANION FOR LIFE IN THE FRENCH COMMUNITY

Become a
Subscriber!
Join our ever-growing
list of subscribers and
we’ll arrange for
etcetera magazine to
be delivered to your
door every month.
Yes! That’s
12 editions a year!
Annual subscription
France 50€ / UK 50€
www.etceteraonline.org
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SMALL BUSINESS ADVICE

LINDSEY QUERIAUD
OWNER: CAST T: 05 45 84 14 94
lindseyqueriaud@outlook.com

applicable to the sale of shares social
and businesses.
The disadvantages of the SAS

Creating an SAS
The Essentials Part 2
F

ollowing on from last month’s article,
this is the second part of the essential
things to know when creating this type
of regime.

3.

The advantages and disadvantages of
an SAS
The SAS is the status which currently
provides the most flexibilities to the
partners to determine the rules of
organisation and functioning of
the company.

4.
5.

The SAS is particularly characterised by
the fact that there is no minimum capital,
that the liability of the partners is limited
to the contributions, and that it cannot be
the subject of a stock exchange.
The law of modernisation on 4th August
2008 reduced the operating rules of
an SAS:
− Removal of the obligation to appoint an
auditor. Now, only companies
exceeding certain thresholds set by
decree must appoint one to certify
their accounts.
− Abolition of the minimum
capital requirement;

6.

− Authorisation of contributions
in industry.
These measures have a real interest for
this form of society, which is more
commonly adopted by entrepreneurs.
The benefits of the SAS
1. One or several physical persons or
legal entities can create a SAS. The
SAS is open to any kind of associates.
2. The freedoms enjoyed by associate/s
of the SAS are also an advantage to

7.

those who then operate the company
as they can manage as they see fit,
within certain legal provisions.
The SAS, whose profits are normally
taxed with corporate tax, can in some
cases select an option for income tax
on profits, like a sole trader.
The SAS does not necessarily have
an auditor.
SAS management are considered
employees and benefit from social
protection provided for by the general
social security system and not by
Sécurité Sociale des Indépendants as
the general manager/associate of a
SARL would be. Also, it is important
no social contributions will be due if
no remuneration is taken, contrary to
the sole traders or the general
manager/associate of a SARL who are
liable for social security contributions
at a minimum even in the absence of
remuneration or profit. Even if the
associate employee draws less than
4000 euros per annum there are no
social contributions to pay.
Since 2013, an additional advantage
has been gained: the dividends
received by the management
associates from the SAS are not
subject to social security
contributions, no matter their
amounts, unlike the SARL managers.
This is an important element when
choosing between a SARL and an SAS.
If you aim to perceive dividends
instead of salaries the SAS is a lot
more cost effective.
Finally, taxation on the transfers of
shares is capped by law at 5 000 euros
maximum, unlike the regime

1. The drafting of the status of a SAS is
quite complex and requires certain
skills. Associates will need to be
clearly and carefully guided,
contrary to what is planned for the
SARL, whose management is
strictly regulated.
2. SAS management can not benefit
from the self-employed social security
scheme, which is characterised by a
lower rate of social contributions than
that of the general employee scheme
and demands for contributions in
the first year of activity are low,
which allows limitation on the outflow
of cash flow at the launch of
the business.
3. Unlike the SA, SAS cannot be publicly
traded on the stock market and
criminal penalties are in place to
prevent this from happening.
4. Finally, the thresholds for the
appointment required of an accounts
auditor in a SAS are much lower than
those provided in a SARL, which is:
· More than 50 employees
· Total assets greater than 1 550 000 euros
· Total sales greater than 3 100 000 euros.
The SAS and the other possible statuses
This legal form has several advantages to
some but also inconveniences. You will
need to think about the characteristics of
your project in order to be able to say
whether the SAS is the most appropriate
legal status.
The SAS is a good legal tool for
entrepreneurs because it is very flexible,
therefore very useful for projects requiring
particular inner workings or the creation
of several categories. It is also a legal form
increasingly adopted in projects where the
profits are to be taken as dividends, to
avoid high social contributions.
Other options may be more interesting or
appropriate, like the SARL if the project
brings together several associates, or the
EURL, the EIRL and the sole trader where
there is a single creator. The constitution
of a SAS requires good knowledge - I can
only advise you to seek professional and
impartial advice before choosing this or
another legal status.
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What to Include in
Your Will?

A

will is one of the most important
documents that you will ever sign.
With a will in place, you can provide the
right security to the people who matter
most to you and prevent unnecessary
stress and legal hassles. It is not only an
instruction as to how your assets are to be
distributed, but also may include any last
requests that you wish to convey. How do
we know what to include in a last will
and testament?
Below is a list of obvious, and not so
obvious, topics to cover in a will.
− Instructions on who will inherit
your assets.
− Appoint a legal guardian over
your children.
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− Set up trusts to provide for your
family’s future.
− Leave instructions about your funeral
e.g. cremation or burial, what songs to
play at your service, where to scatter
your ashes, if you are an organ donor or
if you wish for a religious ceremony
or not.
− Name an executor/s who will administer
your estate and carry out your wishes.
− Can leave assets to charities, friends, or
partners besides family.
− Specific legacies – who gets what e.g.
family heirlooms, sentimental keepsake,
or contents of a bank account. The more
specific you get, the less chance there is
for confusion or legal battles.
− A Shariah will is important in Muslim
ruled countries as you might not have a
say in how your assets are distributed if
you pass away.
− You can set up specific ages for your
children to receive a percentage of their
inheritance to avoid them frivolously
spending their entire inheritance.
− Don’t forget any digital assets and online
accounts – you may have assets you
purchased online such as digital music,
movies, and photographs. Also, who will
control your social media accounts or
who will manage or remove them
for you.

− Instructions on where to find any
passwords and log in details to manage
your digital assets – a separate
document should be written with these
for the executor and the will should only
state who the document is with.
− Who will care for your pets? Make sure
whomever you leave your pets to gives
you their permission. Also, you can state
specific instructions on how to care for
your pets. This may seem trivial, but
there are many cases of people leaving
their entire fortunes to their pets. *
These are but a few possible ideas of
inclusions in your will. Another aspect is a
living will. A living will is a separate
document that gives advance instructions
in the event that you cannot make
decisions before death. These could
include refusal of certain medical
treatments if you become terminal or if
you lose the ability to make legal decisions
due to illness or accident. Always make
sure that your will is legal and correctly
drawn up.
For complex financial portfolios, it is best
to speak to your financial adviser.
* https://www.which.co.uk/
Please note, the above is for education purposes
only and does not constitute advice. You should
always contact a financial adviser in the country
you live for a personal consultation
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Social Media Marketing for Small Businesses
S

ocial media has been around for some
time now and should be a vital
component of your overall marketing
effort, whatever your industry type. Social
media enables you to access and engage
with a broader audience online.
As part of your overall marketing mix,
social media can be a valuable and viable
route to business. There are many
platforms available - Facebook,
Instagram, LinkedIn, Twitter, Pinterest,
Snapchat, Google Business Profile,
TikTok, YouTube. You do not need to use
all of them, but aim to be exceptional with
the ones you do choose to use. Each
platform appeals to a different audience
and has a different etiquette.
1. Choose the right platform(s) carefully
for your business. It is better to choose
one or two platforms and use them well
before expanding onto other platforms.
Spreading yourself thinly across many
platforms is not a good use of your
time. Social media is a time-intensive
activity; ideas, planning, creating, and
posting. Alternatively, it might be wise
to seek the help of professionals or
outsource this activity.

2. The use of social media to build
awareness, trust, and relationships is
ongoing, not just when you need
business. Some may need your
services/products now, and others may
not need them now. But how you make
them feel when interacting with you in
between not needing you and needing
you plays a huge part in their overall
buying decision.

MARKETING

MICALA
WILKINS
ALACIM SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING

the conversation going. Listen to
your audience.
7. Keep consistency and commitment. It's
not enough to post once a week or
randomly. Allocate time to think about
what you are going to post and how you
are going to create it, and make use of
scheduling facilities so that posts go out
even while you are at work!

3. By keeping your page fresh and
engaging you give people a reason to
head on over to your page. How are you
standing out? What problems are you
addressing for your
audience? What are you
Each platform
sharing that is helpful,
educational, inspiring?
appeals to a different
Are you actively listening
audience and has a
and responding to
different etiquette
the conversation?
4. Set up your accounts correctly from the
outset. Research and plan the
platform(s) you want to use.
5. Respond to comments from your page.
6. Use your page to engage. In addition to
talking about your business, inspire
your audience with good content. Keep

8.Think about the types
of content that your
audiences want.

Social media is not a quick
fix, and like other marketing
activities, it takes time to see
results. Even though these platforms are
free, you are investing your precious time.
However, when used effectively, social
media can help small business owners
reach untapped potential customers
and business by using these tools
and techniques.

TONY FARRELL
INTERNATIONAL FINANCIAL ADVISER
The Spectrum IFA Group, with over 20 years’
experience advising expatriates throughout
Europe on all aspects of financial planning
T: 05 55 89 57 94
E: tony.farrell@spectrum-ifa.com
TSG Insurance Services S.A.R.L. Siège Social: 34 Bd des Italiens, 75009
Paris. R.C.S. Paris B 447 609 108 (2003B04384). Société de Courtage
d’assurances. Intermédiaire en opération de Banque et Services de
Paiement. Numéro d’immatriculation 07 025 332 – www.orias.fr
Conseiller en investissements financiers, référencé sous le numéro
E002440 par ANACOFI-CIF,
association agréée par l’Autorité des Marchés Financiers

Let’s talk currency
Sue Cook
Regional Coordinator Centre Ouest
87600 Rochechouart
+33 (0)555 036 669 +33 (0)689 992 889
E: sue.c@currenciesdirect.com
www.currenciesdirect.com/france
Siret: 444 729 008 00011

Advertise Your Business
Contact Sam or Gayle: editors.etcetera@gmail.com
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100% Sante Reform
for Glasses

BH ASSURANCES

T

he new reform 100 % Santé gives you
access to glasses free of charge paid by
CPAM and your top-up, so you no longer
need to go back to the UK to buy them!

doctor). Most of them have a waiting list of
6 months or more. And you must first get
a prescription from your GP to go and
see one.

There are 2 types of classes:

Then you get a prescription for your
In the second offer (autre offre), the one
glasses from the ophthalmologist to
NOT 100% santé, you can see the optician
purchase your glasses. Don’t just turn up
put the amount reimbursed by both CPAM
at the glasses shop to get a test!! It won’t
and the top-up insurance. Leaving 63
work. And you won’t get
euros to pay for the
reimbursed without
customer.
My customer doesn't believe
the prescription.
it was mentioned (the
Note that opticians
With an old
(unlike dentists)
optician spoke English) and
prescription from your
have a system that
left 0 in the section indicating
ophthalmologist, the
allows them to
how much is reimbursed by
optician can renew your
check what cover
the top-up insurance
glasses and redo an eye
for glasses you have
test, but the
with your top-up.
prescription must be less than 3 years old
In this instance, the customer had a good
for adults over 42 years old, less than 5
top-up with a good cover for glasses but
years old for people aged between 16 and
my customer could have had nothing to
42 years old and 1 year for children less
pay or even pay less on their top-up
than 16 years old.
instead of having a higher level of cover
for glasses as he can now have it for free.
You can only renew your glasses every 2

Class A which are fully covered under
the 100% santé as long as you have a topup contract that includes it
(contrat Responsable).
These are glasses:
− with a frame fully conforming to
European standard with a premium
below or equal to 30 euro
− Each optician must be able to present
you with at least 17 different models
(10 for children) in 2 different colours.
They have to show you their
range available.
− The lenses are anti-reflection, antiscratch and very thin
− Their prices are capped
− The reimbursement from CPAM and
top-up has been increased to ensure
the quality of the proposed glasses
− They can be both unifocal and
progressive lenses.
Class B which are not covered by the
100% santé. Basically, anything goes so
you can have Versace glasses but you have
to pay for it! Also note that you can get
some money back from your top-up on
Class B glasses, but the amount depends
on your contract.
You can choose to have a Class A frame
and Class B lenses or vise versa. So, if you
don’t like the selection of frames in Class A
for instance, you can choose a Class B
frame, pay for it but have the lenses (Class
A) fully reimbursed under the 100% santé.
General things to know about eye
treatments and glasses in France:
Do not wait to become blind to have an
appointment with an ophthalmologist (eye

years if you are over 16 years old and once
a year for children less than 16. There are
exceptions if your sight has deteriorated
very badly or in case of some disease like
glaucoma, etc.
Note that if you have your cataracts done,
it is under hospital treatment so nothing
to do with your level of cover for glasses.
Obligatory quote:
Since 1st of January 2020, all opticians
must include systematically in their quote
the 100% santé glasses.
Do insist on 100% santé. Especially if you
are on a budget! And yes, of course, the
professionals selling you the glasses get
more money selling Class B than Class A,
so beware, the optician may not
mention it.
See an example of a quote on the page
opposite. The first offer includes the 100%
santé. In this instance my customer

doesn't believe it was mentioned (the
optician spoke English) and left 0 in the
section indicating how much is
reimbursed by the top-up insurance.

Conclusion: The new law is fantastic and
means you can get treatment covered fully
by your top-up as long as you have the
proper contract (Contrat Responsable).
But you need to know the law before you
visit your local optician! Now you do!
Please feel free to contact me for a quote
for top-up insurance. Note that the law has
changed now, and we can cancel your
existing top-up contract at any time as
long as you have had the contract for at
least one year so please do not hesitate to
contact me for a quote. You probably have
a contract with extra level of cover for
teeth where now it is not necessary as
100% is enough so you could have a
cheaper contract! Plus, with Allianz, you
can choose better cover for hospital while
staying on low level for teeth or glasses,
etc. Most companies have level 1, 2, 3 etc.
so if you want the best cover for hospital,
you have no choice but to have the best
cover for all the rest as well.

Isabelle Want 06 17 30 39 11 Email: isabelle.want @bh-assurances.fr

N° Orias 07021727/16005974
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22 rue Jean Jaures.
16700 Ruffec
Tél:+33 (0)5 45 31 01 61

102 Avenue de la République
16260 Chasseneuil sur Bonnieure
Tél:+33(0)5 45 39 51 47

10 Bd du 8 mai 1945
16110 La Rochefoucauld
Tél:+33 (0)5 45 63 54 31
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Tél:+33(0)5 45 71 17 79
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Les équipments proposés dans l’offre 100% santé répondent à des exigences de qualité définies après avis de la Haute Autorité de santé. Le professionnel
de santé s’engage à respecter le prix limite de vente défini. Ces equipments couvrent les besoins essentials de la très grande majorité des patients. Ils
sont pris en charge à 100% par l’assurance maladie obligatoire et complémentaire des lors que vous êtes couvert par un contrat dit résponsable contrat
qui represente la grande majorité de ceux vendus sur le marché, ou par la CMU-c.

Metal, Traditionnel, Femme, ROSE. 52x16x140

25.00

30.00

0.00

Classe A - Progressive OR15 BLANC AR
VERRE antireflet aux rayures

75.00

90.00

0.00

Caractéristiques identiques au verre droit

75.00

90.00

0.00

175

210.00

0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

Metal, Traditionnel, Femme, ROSE. 52x16x140

135.83

135.83

163.00

0.03

99.97

Classe A - Progressive OR15 BLANC AR
VERRE antireflet aux rayures

315.83

223.33

268.00

0.03

267.97

Caractéristiques identiques au verre droit

315.83

223.33

268.00

0.03

267.97

582.50

699.00
0.09
635.91
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Fitness 101
getting
started

WE ALL KNOW THAT OUR BODIES AND MINDS BENEFIT ENORMOUSLY
FROM EXERCISE, SO WHY DO SO MANY OF US FIND IT HARD TO GET
GOING, AND KEEP AT IT? HERE ARE MY TOP TIPS ON HOW TO BEGIN AND STICK TO - A SENSIBLE EXERCISE PLAN THAT WORKS FOR YOU

By David Z
immer

F

targets helps you to improve and optimise
irst of all, a little bit about me so you
your performance, plan your training, and
know who I am and what I do. For
keep you focused and motivated, allowing
many years I coached and competed at all
you to track your progress and achieve
distances from sprint triathlon, Ironman,
your long- and short-term goals.
Ultra Marathons and more recently
slightly more challenging events such as
Whatever you choose
Norseman and Celtman.
and to give you a
Prior to moving to France I
fighting chance of
Considering
your
ran a sport coaching
reaching your goals,
fitness
goal
or
goals
is
business and my wife Claire
keep them specific,
always a hard one
was the owner of a very
measurable, achievable,
successful swimming school
for everybody
realistic and time
near the Cotswolds teaching
bound. If you follow
babies, children and adults.
those principles you have a better chance
We are happy to offer advice and share our
of succeeding. Let me explain what
knowledge, please see our contact details
I mean:
next to my photo. That’s enough about me,
Specific – If your goal is to complete a
let’s get started!
‘couch to 5K’ run, it would be unwise to go
FITNESS GOAL
rock climbing 5 times a week. Training
should remain specific and progressive.
Considering your fitness goal or goals is
Rock climbing once a week is fine.
always a hard one for everybody. Some
Measurable - It is vitally important for
pick an event such as a 5km charity run,
all athletes to see how they are progressing
some choose endurance racing, and some
and performing, so benchmark and set
just want to be healthy. Setting SMART
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David is a British
Triathlon Level 3
triathlon coach,
Swim England swim
teacher, life coach
and mentor.
Developing people is
what makes him tick
and he gets immense
pleasure in seeing
others succeed

Email: dmz25@hotmail.com
points in your plan where you can see how
you are doing. This could be weight loss
and weighing in at irregular intervals or a
timed run over distance. So before you
start on your journey make sure you know
how you are going to track progress. (Log
books are useful, or get a coach).
Achievable – Pick something which is
within your ability. If it’s outside your
ability right now then the journey to
achieve it must reflect the time required to
achieve the goal. For example, somebody
who trains 7 hours a week (swim- bike –
run) would normally allow at least 6
months to train before competing in an
Ironman event, sometimes longer
depending on how well they want to do
when racing the event.
Realistic – Depending on your own
circumstances and what you want to
achieve, here are examples of realism in

health

Specific

Measurable

Achievable

Realistic

Time Bound

Decide and set your
specific fitness goal and
routine. Be precise in
where you want to be
and what you want to
achieve. Don’t start
running if you hate it!

Make sure to track your
progress so you can see
what you are achieving
and log the progress
made. Whether it’s
weight loss or fitness
levels, track it all

Choose a goal which is
within your ability. If it’s
not, see it as a long-term
plan, breaking it into
smaller steps to achieve
along the way to the
bigger goal

We all have different
circumstances and
budgets, so make sure
yours is set to your own
situation. You don’t have
to pay money to exercise
and be healthy!

Allow yourself plenty of
time to achieve your
goals. It’s far better to be
realistic than overly
optimistic and then feel
disappointed if you don’t
reach the target in time

your thought process. If your goals were to
stay fit and healthy and you are on a tight
budget, it would be realistic to commit to
walking twice a week around your village,
and to use the stairs in the house for high
intensity training. For weight training you
could use a number of heavy objects
around the house, as long as it is safe to do
so, such as canned fruit, or use your own
body weight for resistance training.
Time Bound – Time bounding a goal
means you have something to work
towards, it means you stay focused and
don’t drift away from the end game. Once
again, be realistic in time bounding, give
yourself plenty of time to achieve
your goals.

BALANCED ROUTINE

morale and gives you the belief you are on
track and that it was the right decision to
stay healthy.

BUILD ACTIVITY INTO YOUR
DAILY ROUTINE
Climbing the stairs is a great way to
increase your cardiovascular activity,
which is also a good way to warm up and
prepare your body for a brisk walk.
Try this:
▪ Ground to step one and down
▪ Ground to step 1 then 2 and down
▪ Ground to step 3 and down

▪ Ground to step 4…and so on all the
way to the top
Routine is essential when working from a
training programme - it motivates and
ensures success. I always try to
understand people’s lifestyles before
SPEED UP AND SLOW DOWN
anything else - it allows me to structure
their fitness-training plan around
AS REQUIRED
availability. I would suggest you write
Plan to include different activities. Doing
down each day of the week on paper
different activities throughout the week is
highlighting your availability before you
a great way to make sure you use all your
start. Make sure you add
muscle groups. If you are
time before and after any
intended session and
doing the same activity over
Sometimes pushing
don’t cut yourself short.
and over again it can
100% all the time can
Food is fuel, keep a
sometimes be detrimental
be detrimental to
balanced diet.
and lead to overuse. A good
achieving your goals
spread of activities will
START LOW AND
therefore ensure you use all
your
muscles.
Don’t forget to rest in
PROGRESS SLOWLY
between appropriately.
Training programmes can be as simple or
complex as you make them. The important
TRY HIGH-INTERVAL INTENSITY TRAINING
‘takeaway’ here is that you start at a level
I would recommend that throughout the
that complements you and your levels of
week you do a mixture of physical
fitness. As the weeks progress so does your
activities. Try and achieve something
training. This is why we always pick
technical, something endurance based.
achievable and measurable goals Allow for recovery, then, if you are feeling
measuring improvements enhances

brave, perhaps some high intensity
sessions. Let me explain:
Technical – If starting out running, read
up on running drills. This breaks the run
down into parts and allows you to focus on
which part you are weakest on. Typically
running drills will consist of high knees,
heel flicks, bounding and maintaining a
good body position.
Endurance – Most athletes will have at
least one endurance session per week,
mixed into their plan. The important fact
here is to make sure you recover from the
endurance session, unless you are training
for something specifically endurance
based where you may have back-to-back
endurance sessions. Normally endurance
sessions are followed by an easy session.
High Intensity - Sometimes known as
HIIT, this involves short bursts of intense
exercise with minimal recovery. These
sessions normally last for 10 to 30 minutes

RECOVERY
Allowing the body to recover should not be
underestimated. The body is a complex
system; it needs time to recover and
repair. Also if this is the first time you have
put your running shoes on since school,
your body will be asking questions like,
‘What is going on here!?’, so it needs to
understand why you are doing this to
yourself, so work together! I frequently tell
athletes to train as they feel. Sometimes
pushing 100% all the time can be
detrimental to achieving your goals.

PUT IT ON PAPER
You can use a number of ways to remind
and motivate. Writing goals on post-it
notes and locating them where you will
definitely bump into them is a good
reminder why you are doing what you’ve
chosen to do. Extremely handy if training
for a long endurance event and you have to
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swim in the open water in March (UK in March = Brrrr). Maybe a
post-it-note in the biscuit tin reminding you why you are trying to
lose weight and what your goal is. Maybe you have had a bad
session and are completely unmotivated, you need a pick-me-up,
so come up with a personal strategy to make you realise what you
are doing is a good thing with purpose. Raising money for charity
is a good motivator, updating your story as you progress for all to
see and support. If that is not your thing just stay positive, we all

Raising money for charity is a good motivator,
updating your story as you progress for all to
see and support
have good days and bad ones, perhaps hire a coach so you can get
real-time feedback and motivation.
Don’t forget, it’s always recommended to have a health check with
your doctor before you start any new exercise routine. Once that
is done, you can get to work on setting your goals and targets and
work towards a healthier, fitter you.
If all of this is making you feel uneasy, you could just focus on
core stability. Core muscles are not considered to be powerful
muscles but do play a fundamental part in stabilising the pelvis,
lower back, hips, abdomen and spine. Keeping the core strong is a
real medicine to reducing injury, giving you better balance and
stability. Try the exercises below to kick your core muscles into
gear. Remember, start slowly, and build yourself up over time.

FRONT PLANK:
1. Rest your forearms on the floor, with your elbows directly
underneath your shoulders and hands facing forward so that
your arms are parallel.
2. Extend your legs out behind you and rest your toes on the floor.
Your body should form one straight line from your shoulders to
your heels.
3. Squeeze your entire core, glutes, and quads, and tuck your
bottom under a little to keep your lower back straight. Make sure
you are not dropping your hips or lifting your bottom toward
the ceiling.
4. Position your head so that your neck is in a neutral position and
you are looking at your hands
Hold this position initially for 30 seconds and perhaps 5 repetitions.
Increase your hold time as you perfect the plank and get stronger.

PANTHER SHOULDER TAPS:
1. Start on all fours.
2. Engage your core and while keeping your back flat and your
butt down (like you're in a plank), lift your knees off the
floor. Gaze at the floor a few inches in front of your hands to
keep your neck in a comfortable position.
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3. Tap your right hand to your left shoulder, and then your left
hand to your right shoulder, while using your core strength
to keep your hips as still as you can.
4. Continue alternating sides. Your ability to carry out this
exercise will determine how many repetitions you complete start easy and progress.

health
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Probiotic
Lemonade

By Amanda

IT’S FINALLY THE END OF WINTER AND WE ARE ALL REALLY LOOKING
FORWARD TO (READ, DESPERATE FOR) THE LONGER DAYS AND
WARM SUNSHINE. SO WHY NOT ADD A LITTLE PROBIOTIC FIZZ INTO
YOUR LIFE…

T

his month are two easy recipes to get
your probiotic fizz on. Firstly a recipe
for homemade whey.
Whey is one of the two main proteins from
cows milk (the other is casein). It is a byproduct of cheesemaking. Sally Fallon in
her (Kitchen Bible) book ‘Nourishing
Traditions’ explains how to make whey
most simply. Find some natural raw
yoghurt if you can from a local health food
store, place into a cheesecloth above a
mason jar or other container and let the
whey drip out overnight. You will be left
with raw whey and also a lovely fresh
cheese. Then you can use the whey you
make in this lovely probiotic lemonade
drink recipe. Lemonade doesn’t have to
contain loads of sugar or be unhealthy,
nor does it need to go through a soda
stream to be carbonated. The fresh flavour
and fizz will enliven your spirits and and
get those taste buds tingling!

Ingredients:
Raw yoghurt 500g
Method:
Place the contents of the yoghurt into the
centre of the cheesecloth or into the
muslin bag if you have one. Tie it with
string and suspend above the jar so that all
drips will go directly into the jar. Leave
overnight for 24 hours. That’s it. You will
have a jar of fresh whey ready for your
probiotic lemonade recipe and freshly
pressed cheese.

HOMEMADE LEMONADE
Equipment:
Large jar (needs to hold comfortably about
12 cups)
Kettle

King

Amanda lives near
Ruffec and is in the final
year of an Advanced
Diploma in
Naturopathic Nutrition
with the College of
Naturopathic Medicine
in London. She holds a
BSc in Human Biology
and Counselling
/Psychology. Amanda is
passionate about living
in harmony with nature
and innate wellness.

amandakingnutrition@gmail.com
www.amandakingnutrition.com

Lemon squeezer/juicer
Mixing wooden spoon
Ingredients:
10 cups filtered water
3/4 cup sugar (white or brown is fine)
10 lemons or limes, to make around a cup
1 cup of whey
Method:
Warm up the filtered water in the kettle,
not to boiling. Put the water into the large
jar. Add the sugar and stir until it is all
dissolved. Wait until the water is cooled to
room temperature and add the
lemon/lime juice and the whey. Cover the
lid with a muslin or cloth and leave in a
cool, dark place for 3-5 days. If the
lemonade is too tart, you can add sugar or
stevia to taste.

Whey is introduced into the recipes as a
catalyst for fermentation, where other
recipes have called for a SCOBY
(Kombucha) or grains (kefir) this recipe
needs nothing other than simply whey,
that you can make yourself overnight. The
lemons and limes add Vitamin C and
many minerals and electrolytes and of
course an invigorating flavour.
The fermentation process converts the
added sugars in the drink into alcohol
(negligible) and carbon dioxide which give
the drink it’s fizz. The whey is packed with
probiotics which do the sugar conversion
and so multiply and become plentiful,
excellent for boosting your microbiome.
Lemonade never felt so good.
If your jar will only hold 4 or 6 cups then
divide the recipe into 2 or 3, or multiply if
you want to make more.
MAKING YOUR OWN WHEY
Equipment:
Muslin
Jar
String
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garden
of over 115 000€ to a total 14 different
charities. If you have an interest in
gardens and/or gardening, you can get
involved in your own individual way.
The Association is run completely
by volunteers.

garden for a short time, share your
interest and enthusiasm with others and
help take forward the work of Open
Gardens/Jardins Ouverts.

Whatever suits you it’s a great way to see
other gardens, both close to you and when
You may be a complete novice who has
travelling through France, at the same
just arrived in France – yes, you can read
time helping to support children and
lots of articles and buy lots of plants and
young people with disabilities and lifeequipment, but you could also visit a
changing illnesses across France. In
garden near you, chat to fellow
wandering around a new garden, you take
enthusiasts, share experiences, get advice,
in the smells, the colours, the shapes and
and pick up ideas for your garden. You
textures of your surroundings. You
may be going on holiday to a different part
unconsciously absorb other people’s
of France, and there may be a garden that
enthusiasm. You find yourself going home
you can visit and
pleasantly relaxed and at
look at a different
the same time fired up
style of garden in
with ideas, possibly even
that part of
with a tray of young
You find yourself going home
France, with a
plants to incorporate into
pleasantly relaxed and at the
different climate
your own garden. There
same time fired up with ideas
and terrain, relax
are so many things to
over a cup of tea
appreciate from such a
and a piece of
simple activity. There are
cake and chat to others who like gardens.
gardens of all sizes and styles in 33
You may be someone who likes baking
departments throughout France, and you
cakes and would be willing to give a cake
can find out more about where these
to someone who is opening their garden.
gardens are and when they will be open by
You may have spare plants and seedlings
visiting the website www.opengardens.eu
which you could give to someone opening
Anyone can get involved with Open
their garden to sell for Open
Gardens/Jardins Ouverts - how much
Garden/Jardins Ouverts. You could be a
depends on you. You can open your
keen gardener who is willing to share your
garden and we will help as much as we can
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to get you started; you can become a
member; you can become a ‘friend’; you
can visit participating gardens; you can
receive our newsletter to find out what
we’re doing; or you can hold a fundraising event for us. We aim to give most
of the money we raise to the charities
we support.
Why not get involved with whatever aspect
of the Open Gardens/Jardins Ouverts
takes your fancy, whether it’s visiting a
garden, opening your garden, holding an
event or plant sale, or helping someone
else to do these things. Together we can
improve the lot of many ill or disabled
youngsters and have great fun in doing it.
Perhaps I will meet some of you at one of
our many openings in this region. If you’d
like to know anything more about the
association contact
secretary@opengardens.eu.

Happy gardening!

garden

Time for
a Change

By
Caroline
Wright

Caroline has been
a lecturer in
horticulture for 20
years and now runs
a nursery and
'garden craft'
courses in the
Haute-Vienne at
Le jardin creatif
Lejardincreatif.net

MARCH IS A GOOD TIME FOR PLANTING BUT ALSO FOR
TRANSPLANTING AND MOVING PLANTS AROUND TO DIFFERENT
POSITIONS TO IMPROVE YOUR PLANTING SCHEMES.

I

f you are starting from scratch and have
a blank canvas then March and April
are perfect for planting; the soil is
warming up and there are good levels of
water in the soil, both of which are
necessary for rapid root development. If
you want to have a change around then it
is the ideal time for this too.
We started planting up the garden here at
Le Jardin Créatif just over 4 years ago and
have continued to add to it each year
since, but gardens are never finished! I
always look at my garden as being
dynamic; it is constantly evolving as each

year goes by and as we develop more areas
and make improvements to areas that we
created in the first couple of years.

Each year I have a list of areas that need
improving, ideas for planting or
replanting, and plants that need to be
moved to a different position.

It is easy to make mistakes when
planting. Maybe a particular plant
During the entire growing
It is easy to make season I am always
does not thrive in the
mistakes when assessing the planting and
microclimate of its planting
making notes on what to
position, maybe it is too vigorous
planting
for the space, maybe the colour,
change for the following
year - often these are ‘mental’ notes – but
form or texture just doesn’t quite work
it is a good idea to keep a notebook to
with the plants around it or maybe a
border lacks interest at a particular time of
write things down and take photographs
throughout the season because it is very
the year. Now is a good time to add to your
planting scheme or change things around.
easy to forget where things are and what
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Undercutting woody plants will stimulate fibrous root growth around the crown

Nursery grown trees will be lifted with a good ball of soil
around the roots and wrapped in hessian
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Dividing herbaceous perennials

you were going to do! You can also put
labels in if you think you might have
difficulty identifying your plants during
the dormant season when you may only
have buds or faded stems to go by.

without bending or crushing them with the
crown (growing point) sitting level with
the soil (do not bury the buds or new
shoots). You will need to water in well,
even if it is raining, and continue to water
a couple of times a week during dry
periods for the first season.

Herbaceous perennials are fairly
straightforward – you can lift them with a
Woody plants (shrubs and trees) are a bit
good root ball of soil using a garden fork
trickier. If they have been in the ground
or spade, working around the plant,
for just 2 or 3 years then you may be able
loosening the roots and gently lifting the
to lift them with the entire root system
root ball until you have gone all the way
intact and they should transplant
round and the entire plant lifts out of the
successfully if you take care to water them
ground. Take care because large plants
regularly. Mulching
will be heavy and may
with a 5-10cm of
need two people to lift
good quality, wellIf they have been in the
them safely. You can use a
fork to gently remove
ground for just 2 or 3 years rotted organic matter
will help to keep the
some of the compacted soil
then you may be able to lift roots cool and moist
around the roots to make
them with the entire root
while they reit a little lighter. You can
establish. It is a good
system intact
then transplant it to a new
idea to stake trees
position, or you can
using a short stake
separate off smaller pieces so that you
and tree tie so that the roots are not
have several new plants. The best way to
disturbed by the wind rocking the plant.
do this is to insert two forks back-to-back
and gently tease the plant apart, starting
For more established trees and shrubs the
by dividing it in half and then into smaller
problem is that they will have sent down
sections. As long as each section has some
deep anchor roots and wide buttress roots.
visible growing points and some roots then
The fine feeder roots that take up water
it should be viable. If the root ball is very
and nutrients will be at the far ends of
tight and congested it may be necessary to
these and it is difficult to dig up the root
slice through it using an old bread knife,
ball without cutting through them. You
or if it is really tough you can use a spade
will also loosen the stability that these
or garden saw. Trim off any damaged
anchor roots provide, so you need to plan
roots before replanting and plant into a
ahead. You need to ‘undercut’ your shrub
hole large enough to fit in the root system
or small tree a whole year before

transplanting. To do this you can either
dig a trench around the plant and use a
saw to cut through about half of the roots
about 30-50cm from the main trunk - you
may be able to do this by inserting a spade
into the ground in a circle again about 3040cm from the trunk. What this does is to
stimulate new, fibrous roots in a tight root
ball close to the trunk but the plant will
still be able to access water and nutrients
through the roots that were not cut. This
will increase the chances of successful
transplanting the following year during
the dormant season. This method is still
only suitable for fairly young plants up to
6 or 7 years old, so unfortunately anything
that has been established for longer than
that will not be suitable.
If you haven’t already planned any
changes in your garden, now is also a good
time to start observing, making notes and
taking photographs ready for a revamp
next year.

We are happy to answer
questions and advise on planting
schemes to our nursery customers
on our Saturday open days – we
are now open every Saturday
from 10am-4pm. Our garden is
free for customers to look round
for inspiration on Saturdays too.
You can even browse our plant
list online before you visit!
www.lejardincreatif.net
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latest news

Easing of Mask Wearing
With covid cases reducing
dramatically in France each week, it
looks as though the rules of mask
wearing will continue to relax. Since
the 28th of February, you no longer
need to wear a mask inside a public
indoor space where a vaccine pass
is required to enter. Olivier Véran
(health secretary) has said if the
pressure on the hospitals continues
to improve we might see an end to
all masks by mid-March.

WATCH OUT FOR TICKS
Temperatures are rising, days are getting longer, and flowers are blooming
again. Yes, it’s tick time. An estimated 15% of ticks in France are carriers of
Lyme disease and the Nouvelle Aquitaine is one of the regions that has its
fair share of cases. This doesn’t mean you have to stay indoors until winter,
but it does mean you should keep a careful eye for these little creatures
when you’ve been outside. They love the long grass, so try to avoid walking
in these areas (or if you do, just do a quick check each time afterwards). If
you have been bitten you need to remove the tick as soon as you can.
Gently pull it out with tweezers, making sure to grab it from as close to the
skin as possible and pull straight. It’s a good idea to put the tick into a sealed
plastic bag and put it in your freezer - if you get any symptoms (bullseyeshaped rash or flu-like symptoms, contact your doctor straightaway (you
can request a preventative anti-biotic treatment within the first 24-48 hours).
Don’t forget to check your pets regularly, and choose a prevention method
for them as well.
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BLAH BLAH BLAH CHECKOUT
We are loving this. Carrefour supermarket has
recently been testing the concept of ‘chatty checkouts’
and it’s proven to be a huge success. The idea
originated from the Netherlands and has now found
its way into France. Not only can customers move
through the checkout more slowly (so if you don’t like
rushing, or the stress of it all, this will be perfect for
you) it also gives customers the opportunity to have
a chat with their cashier. While supermarkets have
been spending time and money into automating
everything, it’s fantastic to read a scheme that is
bringing things back to basics - human interaction.

ACCESS GRANTED
Vintage cars will soon
be able to use a special
sticker to enable them to
enter
low-emission
zones (ZFEs) in four
major cities in France.
The vintage car group
la Fédération française
des véhicules d'époque
(FFVE) has spent the
last 4 years negotiating
and
has
now
successfully argued for

classic cars to receive a
special dispensation on
the
usual
Crit’Air
emission sticker system
in the cities of Paris,
Rouen, Reims, and Nice.
It is thought that other
areas, including Greater
Paris, Toulouse, Lyon
and
Strasbourg,
Toulouse and Lyon,
could also introduce the
waiver soon.

nature

2 hares fighting. Probably a female trying to
discourage a male suitor

Mad March Hares
ONE OF THE GREATEST NATURAL ENTERTAINMENTS IN LATE
FEBRUARY AND EARLY MARCH IS TO WATCH THE ANTICS OF A GROUP
OF HARES IN A FIELD AS THEY CHASE EACH OTHER AND RISE UP ON
THEIR HIND LEGS AND, WITH THEIR FOREPAWS FLAILING, PUMMEL
EACH OTHER’S PAWS AND CHESTS

I

t is probably this behaviour that has
styles of movement, will quickly show
given rise to the term ‘Mad as a March
your error.
Hare’, as they seem possessed by this odd
Hares and rabbits were originally classed
behaviour and totally oblivious to
with the rodents, but wrongly, though they
everything else around them. Of course,
share characteristics, and undoubtedly
you will have guessed that this is mating
share a close common ancestry. The main
behaviour. Until recently it was thought
difference is in the configuration of the
that the ‘boxing matches’ were between
teeth. Hares and rabbits have a double row
males competing for dominance, but more
of incisor teeth in the upper jaw, and the
careful observation has shown that it is
upper teeth do not fully coincide with the
partly, if not mostly, a case of unwilling
lower teeth, meaning that
females trying to
they can only chew on one
discourage over-eager
Unlike rabbits,
side at a time. They are in
males. The lepine
fact classed as lagomorphs
hares
tend
to
be
solitary
equivalent of, ‘Not
(this means simply ‘haretoday, I’ve got
and nocturnal
shaped’ in Greek).
a headache’.
Hares are fairly common
There are three species
but are in decline. However,
of hare in Europe, but in the Poitouthey
are
still
hunted
in France, sometimes
Charentes, the only hare present is the
even with packs of dogs. The hare has a
brown hare Lepus europaeus (Fr: lièvre
fair advantage, as it can maintain a run
brun). It is easy to distinguish from a
with bursts up to 75 Km/hour, and can
rabbit as it is almost twice as large and has
perform rapid jinks.
ears that are longer relative to its headsize and noticeably tipped with black. In
However, it has no handy nest-hole to bolt
fact you are more likely to mistake a hare
to, as hares live in open conditions, in
for a dog or small deer at first glance, but
depressions in long grass called forms.
its white bobtail or scut, and its distinctive
Even the young are born in such forms,

By Mik

e Geo
r ge

Mike George is
our regular
contributor on
wildlife and the
countryside in
France. He is a
geologist and
naturalist, living
in the Jurassic
area of
the Charente

but, unlike the young of rabbits, which are
born naked and blind, leverets are born
furred, open-eyed and ready to go. This
lifestyle means that hares are not bothered
much with fleas, which are the carriers of
myxomatosis, and so reports of hares
succumbing to that ghastly disease are
very rare.
Unlike rabbits, hares tend to be solitary
and nocturnal. They are best seen at dusk,
except, of course, in the mating season,
when they become quite gregarious
and diurnal!
The difficulty of catching the hare is
legendary. Isabella Beeton is supposed to
have written, in her great book of 1861,
‘Cookery and Household Management’,
“First catch your hare.” She most certainly
did not; activities like catching hares were
not for the gentlewomen for whom she
was writing, nor for busy cooks, and she
would never have wasted time on such a
remark. However, about a hundred years
earlier, in 1747, Hannah Glasse in her ‘Art
of Cookery made Plain and Easy’ begins
her instructions on roasting a hare, “Take
your hare when it is cas’d ...” This means
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The hare has excellent all-round vision - it needs it!

The hare in leisurely flight.
In short bursts, they can reach
speeds of 75km/ph
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The great German painter and engraver, Albrecht Dürer, painted this superb
study of a young hare in 1502

when it has been skinned and gutted, and
again indicates that some less gentle
person had done the dirty work. But of
course, before Mrs Beeton, “First catch
your hare” was attributed to Mrs. Glasse.
Neither did Eliza Acton (‘Modern Cookery
in all its Branches’, 1845) say it. Probably a
hoary old folk-saying, akin to ‘Don’t count
your chickens before they hatch’, has
become notionally attached to famous
contemporary cookery-writers by
succeeding generations.
Hares are celebrated in folklore, but in a
rather underhand way. There is no hare
(though there is a rabbit) in the Chinese
calendar cycle; instead, the Chinese place
a hare on the Moon. Where we westerners
see a face in the pattern of craters on the
near-face of the Moon, the Chinese see, in
the dark areas, a hare diligently pounding
ingredients in a mortar, and of course
there are legends to explain his presence.
Strangely, the Aztec and Mayan people of
South America also saw a hare (or possibly
a rabbit) in the moon.
In England there is a curious conjunction
of three hares, crouching in a circle and so
drawn that they share three ears between
them. This device has been used by noble
families, and appears as a ceiling-boss in
certain churches, but it is most familiar to
Cornish and Devonians as ‘The Tinners’
Rabbits’. They are often found in the
south-west, and are considered a goodluck charm for miners. The device’s true
origin is still debated. With the current
depressed status of that area, to mis-quote
the late Duke of Edinburgh, “Those hares
had better get their paws out!”

A young hare (leveret). Born above-ground and nlike baby rabbits
are fully functional almost from birth

In art, hares usually feature as corpses in
There have been attempts to suggest that
still-life arrangements. However, most
certain well-known creatures, such as Joel
people will know Albrecht Durer’s
Chandler-Harris’s Br’er Rabbit and even
superlative study of a young hare, which
Bugs Bunny, are in fact hares. Almost
he painted in 1502.
certainly they are intended to represent
American jack-rabbits, although Bugs
There is a great thrill when one sees a hare
has often been referred to as a hare for
lolloping – or even better, running –
the purposes of creating a snappy title
across an open field. The fashion for
for a cartoon episode. Incidentally, it is
eating them seems to have declined, but
said that his ‘voice’, the actor Mel Blanc,
they are still in danger, and should be
hated carrots, but was
encouraged, not hunted.
forced to bite them
The fashion for eating
The flesh is not so
occasionally as there was
different from that of a
them
seems
to
have
no other way to make the
declined, but they are still rabbit, just slightly
correct sound:
stronger in flavour, and
“Eeeh – what’s up,
in danger, and should be it would have to be an
Doc? – CHOMP”.
encouraged, not hunted
extreme connoisseur
that could tell the
There are not all that
difference between a jugged hare and a
many hares in literature. The most famous
similarly-prepared wild rabbit.
one is probably Aesop’s, who lost its race
with the tortoise. Vying with him for
In Europe the hare is not officially
popularity is Lewis Carrol’s March Hare,
considered endangered. It is still hunted
who, with the Hatter, is so rude to Alice in
in parts of Europe and the UK, though
Wonderland but then makes a guest
hunting with dogs is illegal in England
appearance as an Anglo-Saxon Messenger
(though still practised to some extent).
in ‘Through the Looking-Glass’.
However, it is believed that 5 million hares
are shot each year across Europe. Changes
Alison Uttley’s Hare, who lived in the
in farming practice are also threatening
Little House on the Edge of the Wood with
the hare, in that varieties of wild pasturage
Squirrel and Little Grey Rabbit, charmed
on which the hare depends are reducing.
an entire growing generation in the
Hares are mobile and adaptable, but also
middle of the last century. He was very
territorial. Another problem is that areas
brave, but rather curmudgeonly and
where rabbits are depleted have been rethoughtless. I understand there is a hare
stocked by hares imported from Hungary.
in the ‘His Dark Materials’ books by Philip
This is diluting the population of
Pullman, but I have never been able to get
indigenous hares. Some European
into that trilogy. One of the most
countries, such as Norway, Germany,
charming hares in my reading experience
Austria and Switzerland, have now placed
was the Nutbrown Hare in ‘Guess How
the hare on the ‘Threatened’ list.
Much I Love You?’ by Sam McBratney.
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CLIVE
By Clive Kenyon

Bargain Hunt
MARCH BRINGS THE TRADITIONAL OPENING OF THE TROUT SEASON
By Clive Kenyon

T

his commences on the second
price. Other lesser-known French rod
Saturday of the month when pêcheurs
makers also produced excellent quality
of all ages will descend on the local
rods in the English, or Anglais style, or the
Category 1 waters in search of the elusive
faster actioned rods pioneered by Pezon et
truite fario, or trout of the bucket as I call
Michel and American rod builders. There
them. These trout will have been stocked
is a huge and bewildering range of Pezon
by the department of fisheries at great
et Michel models including wet and dry fly
expense and some of them manage to live
rods and some with two top sections to
long enough to see April. Most of these
cater for both types of fishing. Catalogues
stockies however will have been caught
can be viewed online or downloaded from
and eaten well before then. But, dear
www.splitcaneinfo.com to give you some
reader, this is not the only grande
idea of the lengths, actions, and weights of
ouverture that the month of March brings.
these fly rods. There are other French
In our house the
rod makers offering
start of the videcane rods of varying
In the 1940s, while British
grenier season is
including some
factories had been turned over to quality,
long awaited.
un-branded rods from
the war effort, in occupied France small cottage
By me anyway.
there was an arms race of a
industries.
France has a long
different
kind
history of fishing
Reels too can be
tackle manufacture.
discovered at videIndeed, the Paris company of Pezon et
greniers and brocantes. In the 1940s,
Michel joins the English Hardy Brothers
while British factories had been turned
and several American companies in
over to the war effort, in occupied France
claiming to be the most famous fishing
there was an arms race of a different kind;
tackle manufacturer in the world. Pezon et
to bring out French-made fixed spool
Michel inherited the company from Gustaf
reels. Traditionally French anglers fished
Pezon in 1913 and rose to fame after WW1,
with fixed lines on long poles or used
mostly from their collaboration with the
drum reels when spinning for salmon and
Swiss-born Charles Ritz who designed
pike. At the end of the 1930s fashions
their famous parabolic cane fly rods.
changed and fixed spool reels suitable for
Sometimes these rods feature in and
trout spinning started to be manufactured
amongst the general tat of the videat a growing rate. Many reels were made
greniers and can be bought at a reasonable
in what were traditionally watch and clock
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making factories around Cluses in the
Haute-Savoie department. Mitchell are the
most famous, but within casting distance
from the Mitchell factory you will find
other reels being made and branded
including Bretton and SAP, the latter
commencing with the quirky 701 model
that featured grease nipples on the handle
shaft and under the body. This reel can be
found branded with the names of retailers
in the same way that Youngs and Dingley
in the UK made reels that were sold as
having been made by top end London
retailers. SAP, CEKA and DEP Savoy reels
are virtually identical yet spanned a
production life of thirty years. There were
other manufacturers in the Toulouse area
that had an engineering background
which is why Airbus chose that location
for its factories, and in Paris. The most
notable Parisian company is MEPPS,
Manufacture D'Engins de Précision Pour
Pêche Sportif, founded by a Peugeot
worker who used his engineering
experience to create and launch the first
French-made fixed spool reel, the Vamp.
This was followed by other models
including the Baby Vamp, Super Vamp,
Ocean and the strange Super Meca reel
that features a folding reel foot to make
the reel easier to pack away. MEPPS are
probably more famous for their lures and
spinners than their reels and these vintage
spinners are very collectible. The Holy
Grail of French reel collecting is the rare
and beautiful Doperr fixed spool reel. The
casing features an art-deco sunrise design
that incorporates a raised and stylish antireverse lever. If you find one under 150
euros you will have done very well.
French fishing historian Bernard
Caminade has published books listing
most of the French tackle manufacturers
that include detailed information on how
to identify particular models, the
approximate values of these items, and a
little history of them. Given the current
difficulties in importing fishing tackle
from the UK, collecting French items can
give some of us compulsive collectors a
chance of continuing our interest.
A Homage to Catalonia
With apologies to George Orwell whose
experience of Catalonia was not what you
would call a holiday, northern Spain offers
some good fishing for holidaying anglers.
Most of us will be aware of the package
holidays to the Ebro river for large catfish
and carp and some will know of the large
Iberian barbel that inhabits mountain
lakes and rivers in the west of the country.
However, there are other opportunities for
the independent angler to fish whilst
holidaying in Spain.
Spanish fishing licences are distributed by
the regional governments and only apply
to those regions. In Catalonia the fishing
licence can be purchased online via their
governmental website https:/gencat.cat
(follow the links). Information is now
available in English. Licences can be

animal
purchased at a reasonable price for a day
through to a year or longer and if you are
over 65 the licence is free. Other Spanish
regions have similar facilities for
obtaining licences and it is less expensive
and easier to obtain a ‘Catch and
Release’ licence.
Fishing in Spain is very much like in
France in that the coarse fisheries are
mostly free. There is some very good trout
fishing in the upland areas of the country
and some of these are regulated by a day
ticket purchase to prevent overfishing.
The Ebro where we are hopefully heading
this month holds many species that we
are familiar with and the naive native fish
do not need specialist tackle or baits to
lure them. Sweetcorn is a reliable bait, as
is luncheon meat. The Ebro and other
rivers are dammed in places for
generation of electricity and for water
supplies. These dams can be very good for
carp and bream fishing as well as the
small local barbel species. Catfish are
everywhere. Fish and shellfish are
available in many supermarkets and
make good bait for the catfish.
In coastal areas a licence is still required
unlike in France and the UK. Thin lipped
mullet can be found in estuaries and can
often range a long way inland, well into
freshwater areas of the Rio Ter near
Girona. The best way I have found to fish
for mullet is to use mashed bread to

Fishing in Spain is very much
like in France in that the coarse
fisheries are mostly free
attract them and bread flake on the hook
fished about a foot under a float. Cheap
white sliced loaves are ideal as bait. If
there is cover such as a weed raft you can
use that to your advantage. Throw pieces
of bread onto and around the raft and let
your hook bait dangle just over the edge
of the weeds.

Petite Paws Cattery
Private pens, each with inside and outside space.
Peaceful garden setting. Open 7 days a week. Viewings
welcome by appointment. Recommendations
available. Situated in Montemboeuf (16)

Alison Sacco

Tel: 07 52 94 37 48
Certificates in cat care

E: alison@petitepaws.fr
www.petitepaws.fr
Siret: 87789319800011

Chateau des Chiens
79190
Limalonges

Fully equipped, heated salon
providing a safe, comfortable
environment for your dog
All dog types, sizes & temperaments
catered for by a fully insured,
experienced groomer

Contact Chris T. 06 74 80 47 25
Email: chateaudeschiens@yahoo.com
siret 83786431300015

LIME TREE

KENNELS
15 mins La Rochefoucauld
20 mins Rochechouart

● Purpose-built kennels
New email
● Large secure paddock
address
● Large family kennels available
Anita Frayling. Le Baillat, 16220 Rouzede
Tel: 05 45 66 14 62
Email: anita.limetreekennels@gmail.com
Siret: 822 175 527 0016

With summer just around the corner, now
is the time to make plans for your
holiday angling.
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farm life

March
On the Smallholding

Tamsin Cooper is
a smallholder and
writer with a
keen interest in
animal behaviour
and welfare
By Tam
s

in Coop
er

www.goatwriter.com

MAMMALS ARE RAISING YOUNG AND POULTRY ARE PREPARING TO
HATCH EGGS

M

arch is a wonderful, if tiring, month
as offspring are born into the world
and their mothers are busy caring for
them, while we are kept occupied seeing to
their needs and making sure that they do
not go wanting. Commercial breeds have
high energy requirements for their high
yield of milk and the fast growth rate of
young, and veterinary care is sometimes
needed if the mother or young are not
quite strong enough to meet these
demands. Otherwise, traditional breeds
generally have the strength and instincts
to carry most of the burden of care with a
little extra feed from their keepers to
optimise their nutrition. The less pasture
is available, the more you will need to
supplement with hay and feed formulated
for mothers and the young of their species,
especially before vegetation has begun
to grow.
When the grass begins to grow, some
ruminant and horse breeds may find the
fresh grass too rich. This may also affect
those that have been on a hay and pellet
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diet over the winter. For them, it is a good
idea to limit their access to fresh grazing
until their digestion has had time to
adjust, otherwise continuing with plenty of
hay. A little bicarbonate of soda can help
ruminants avoid acidosis from excessive
rich grass at this time. My goats are at
pasture all year round, so they do not
suffer from this issue, as they gradually
adjust to the seasonal changes as they
occur. I leave a little bicarb in a bowl for
them to lick if they feel the need, but only
until the new growth stage is over. Any
longer and they may neglect their salt-lick
(which is vital for
their metabolic
functions) in favour
of the bicarb.

are often already used to people, than
sheep, who are handled less often. Other
times when animals are more susceptible
to taming is after birth and weaning. You
may be able to establish a bond by hand
feeding and positive reinforcement
training. For any animals you wish to
handle or train for specific tasks (e.g.
milking or packing) or lead to unfamiliar
places (e.g. other pastures, trekking,
veterinary clinic), it is a good idea to
gently introduce them to these new
scenarios when they are young. The same
goes for meeting strange people and dogs.

Humans can become honorary herd
members, if the animals trust us. The
easiest way to gain that trust is to spend
time with the growing families, providing
the dam is comfortable with it, gently
handling and playing with the youngsters.
If the mother is not tame herself, she will
warn her young to keep away. For this
reason, it is often easier with goats, who

survive. If in doubt, you can simply
replace the eggs with fresh ones, once she
has settled. It takes around 20 days for
chicken eggs to hatch. Make sure she gets
up every day (except the last couple of
days) to feed, drink, and eliminate,
otherwise she may become ill. Normally,
she will quickly do the rounds for about 20
minutes before settling back on the nest.

Poultry may start
wanting to sit on a clutch
of eggs. Naturally, they
In the first few months of will build up a nest of
If you want newborn
their own and their
life, the mother–infant
animals to grow up
companions’ eggs. When
bond is very strong
to be comfortable
the nest contains the
around humans and
optimum number of
easy to handle, it is
eggs, hormones will
vital to start
induce them to sit. In
habituating them to your presence from
modern poultry, some breeds have lost
birth. This does not mean you have to
this ability, while others may become
remove them from their mother and
broody even without eggs to sit on. If you
bottle-feed them. Bottle-fed mammals
do not want her to hatch eggs, removing
tend to grow up very tame, but at the
them and destroying the nest may switch
expense of missing out on a normal
off her urge to brood. Otherwise, she will
upbringing with their mother.
need confining in an empty box with food
and water until her hormones die down.
In the first few months of life, the mother–
infant bond is very strong, and she teaches
If you allow your hen to sit, make sure she
her young about which plants to favour
is somewhere safe or move her to a secure
and which to avoid, foraging techniques,
location within the first couple of days.
safe places, and proper behaviour within
After moving, she will be unsettled and
the herd hierarchy. As they mature, young
may not recommence sitting. Some will
sheep blend into the flock, whereas goats
settle again after a few hours, others not at
maintain long-term bonds with their
all. If the embryos have only started cell
mother and the youngsters they grew up
division, they will simply stop until she sits
with, forming smaller bonded groups
again. After a day or so of development
within the herd.
however, eggs will need to be kept warm to

farm life
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astronomy

Zodiacal light
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astronomy

The

Night Sky
THIS IS A GREAT TIME TO GET OUTSIDE AND START TO OBSERVE
OUR STUNNING DARK SKIES, OR CONTINUE TO LEARN ABOUT
THE SKY BY SEARCHING FOR THE BEST OF THIS MONTH'S
CONSTELLATIONS AND PLANETS

T

he sky will be completely dark a little
later this month but we still have many
hours of darkness available for exploring.
We will pass through the period of the
'Vernal Equinox' when day and night will
be of almost equal length, and spring is
said to have arrived in the northern
hemisphere. You will have the chance to
see the planets of Mars and Venus
seemingly in close proximity to one
another this month and of course a few
very well defined constellations return to
prominent positions. Here is a short
summary of the main constellations you
can begin to search for as darkness falls.
Cassiopeia - facing a northerly direction,
the upended form of a large 'W' can be
found above the horizon and pointing the
way to The Andromeda Galaxy.
Leo - looking due south, the 'backwards
question mark shape' will point you
towards this constellation which sits
towards the left of Gemini.
Virgo - this fainter form follows Leo across
the southerly sky this month with its very
bright star Spica sitting towards the base
of the constellation.
Cancer - sitting on the ecliptic and
between Gemini and Leo, look for Cancer
towards the south west during March.
For those with binoculars, three of the best
targets which are well positioned in March
are Praesepe, M81 and M82. First up of
the three is Praesepe (also known as the
Beehive Cluster) which can be found in the
constellation of Praesepe. This is a star
cluster which is over 600 light years away,
and while it appears as a fuzzy patch when
viewed with the unaided eye, binoculars
will reveal a cluster of many bright stars.
M81 and M82, two of 110 objects listed in
the Messier catalogue, are both spiral
galaxies and can be found in the
constellation of Ursa Major (otherwise
known as The Plough or Great Bear). If
you are following an imaginary line from
the two stars pointing to Polaris, these

galaxies sit north and to the right along
this line.
Observing challenge
The beautiful star of Sirius - which
featured as our 'Star of the Month' in
February - is a very easy star to find as it
follows Orion the Hunter across the sky.
When it is positioned lower in the sky as it
is this month, it will appear to change
colour dramatically. These colours are not
intrinsic to the star but are caused by the
refraction of light which splits the starlight
into all the colours of the rainbow.
Perhaps when the Moon is out of the way
this month, go outside and see if you can
detect the sparkling show which Sirius
puts on.

By Clair
Wardla e
w

Claire Wardlaw,
originally from
Edinburgh, lives in
the Charente with
her husband. Since
their move nearly
6 years ago, Claire
has become
passionate
about astronomy

Join our Facebook group
‘Astronomy & Astrophotography France’

particles. We pass through around 40,000
tonnes of this space dust every year as we
orbit the Sun.
Meteor showers for the month:
The Virginids
This meteor shower is far less active than
many of the annual showers we can look
forward to. It will be possible to spot up to
5 meteors each hour and they could seem
to emanate from many parts of the
Constellation of Virgin. The peak, or
busiest period for this shower is from
around the 10th of March to the third
week in April. They have comparatively
slow and long trails.

If you have never tried to view a meteor
shower before, make sure you are
Observing tips for the month
comfortably reclined with a good view of a
dark sky. Let your eyes
It is a good idea to
adjust to the darkness for
find out where your
In the dusk, to the west, around 30 minutes and just
main compass
look up. We have many more
directions are before
you should look for a
active showers to look
trying to learn your
faint pyramid of light
forward to in the year ahead,
way around the night
rising from the horizon
but while watching for a
sky. The easiest
'Virginid', you will also have
compass direction to
the chance to search for
identify is North. The
some of the other objects featured
constellation of the Plough (or Great Bear)
this month.
points directly towards the pole star of
Polaris. At midday of course, the Sun is
Star of the month: 'The Garnet Star'
always directly south. During March, on
The Garnet Star (or MU Cephei) is one of
the Spring Equinox the Sun will rise due
the largest stars we know of. It is a 'red
east and set due west. Knowing these
supergiant' type of star and can be found
compass points in advance will help you in
finding other objects during a night
in the constellation of Cepheus. It is one of
of observing.
the largest and brightest stars in the entire
galaxy. This massive star sits towards the
A little bit of science: Zodiacal light
outer edge of Cepheus which can be found
positioned 'above' the large 'W' of
Zodiacal light is an astronomical event
Cassiopeia. At this time of year you would
which is extremely difficult to observe. A
look north to try to observe this
dark, very clear evening sky just after the
constellation. It is also known as a
sun has set, is a good time to look. In the
'pulsating variable' star because as its
dusk, to the west, you should look for a
atmosphere expands and contracts it
faint pyramid of light rising from the
changes in brightness and temperature.
horizon. It can also be visible in the
Many amateur and professional
morning sky. This has also been referred
astronomers study variable stars
to as a 'false dawn'. This phenomenon is
caused by the light from a fog of very small
in particular.
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getting connected
SATELLITE TV

STUART
WALLACE
THE FRENCH HOUSE

F

irst things first - Freesat is not the
same as Freeview. Please do not try to
use a Freeview box for UK TV reception.
It’s still happening…. If it doesn’t have a
threaded screw connector on the back of
the unit, it’s not a satellite receiver.
I know I’ve mentioned it before, but please
remember that if you need to have an
external join in your TV cabling, do not
use electrician’s tape to seal it. It
isn’t waterproof.
If you use a Sky digibox and don’t have a
monthly subscription package and you
find that you’ve lost the main ITV channel
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(103), try taking the viewing card out (if
you have one). Unplug the unit from the
mains, remove the card, and then
reconnect. You may well find you get
ITV back.
If you have a TNTSAT box and see a
message telling you that the viewing card
will need to be replaced, you can order one
directly from www.tntsat.tv. There is a
link on the homepage that will direct you
to where and how to order a new card.
You can do a similar thing if you are a
Fransat user. Go to
www.fransat.fr/changer-sa-carte/.
Remember that you don't have to use a
Freesat box or Sky box to get UK TV via
satellite. Any digital free-to-air (FTA)
satellite receiver will suffice. You’ll not get
the channel guide like you do with Freesat
& Sky, but to some, that doesn’t matter.
You’ll get all the same channels and even
get a few more that don’t pay to feature on
the other two platforms. The FTA
receivers are sometimes a little less user
friendly, but they are also often cheaper.

getting connected
CHARLES HODENCQ
Electricité Générale
French Electrician - fluent English Speaker
Based in Bellac - covering 87
& parts of 86,16 & 23

For all your electrical needs - safety
checks, re-wires, new builds, upgrades
and complete renovations
05 55 68 62 26 / 06 24 27 01 86
charleselec@gmail.com
Siret No: 503121279 00015

I offer free &

DAVID READ

French trained
Electrician
Domestic, Public & Industrial Work
Computer technician
French Speaking
Offers good free advice
87190 Magnac Laval
T: 05 55 68 08 13
M: 06 25 20 99 13

david.read@wanadoo.fr
Siret 490820859RM87

PETER AMOR
siret: 48002659000012

ELECTRICIAN

Hedley Marsh
86150 Moussac sur Vienne
Tel: 05 49 48 35 49
Mobile: 06 45 74 25 36
Email: hedleymarsh@orange.fr

Siret: 51190455900024

I offer free &
friendly
advice
friendly
advice
pleasedon’t
don’t
sosoplease
hesitatetoto
hesitate
contact
me.
contact me

Simple jobs
Complete renovations
New builds
Conformity checks
Emergency Call outs
Fully insured 10yr guarantee

ROBERT MAHONY
Give us a call no job too small

House Renovation & Maintenance
• French registered, fully qualified electrician
• Project Management
• All Estimates Free
• 10 year guarantee

or
Souvigne 16240 (Nr Aigre)

Siret 80991622400011

Homecall PC

DARREN LUCKHURST

PC repair on house calls
PC building on demand
We sell hardware & peripherals
ESET SECURITY BROADBAND INSTALLATION
SOFTWARE RETAILER ASSISTANCE ON SITE
Year round maintenance • Contracts on request

Tel: 05 55 78 24 86
Email: contact@homecallpc.com
www.homecallpc.com

Email
sales@anglocomputers.com

87150 Champagnac La Riviere

Tel: 05 49 91 85 54

OPEN MON TO SAT 9AM / 8PM

Piegut-Pluviers, Dordogne

Siret 49239708800021
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siret 440 419 018 00013

T: 05 45 89 38 02
E: simon.kershaw@wanadoo.fr

Siret 509 768 693 00012

Bathrooms & En Suites /
Plasterboard and Plastering /
Water Mains & Drainage /
Heating Installation
Oil, Wood Stoves & Pellet Burners /
Servicing & Repairs

ANDREW LONGMAN
PLUMBING REPAIRS
ALTERATIONS
INSTALLATIONS
OVER 30 YEARS’ EXPERIENCE
FULLY INSURED
BASED IN DEPT 79 - WILL TRAVEL

T: 05 49 29 12 64 / M: 06 79 37 02 08
E: ak.longman@hotmail.co.uk

GARY MOORE

OIL

HEATING

GAS
SOLID FUEL
INSTALLATION
SERVICING

email: gary.moore@orange.fr
05 45 29 68 73 / 06 30 11 86 84

DO YOU USE

REPAIRS

OR

Siret: 491827705 00022

PARTENAIRE

FOR HEATING?

DO YOUR BILLS KEEP RISING?
HERE IS THE SOLUTION
THIS IS NOT A GIFT, IT IS INDIRECTLY PAID BY FUEL COMPANIES (IMPOSED BY
THE GOVERNMENT IN THE FORM OF GRANTS) BECAUSE THEIR ENERGY OPTION
IS DEEMED TO CONTRIBUTE NO ECONOMIC REDUCTION IN ENERGY RESOURCES.
Simply fill in the form below and return to us we’ll tell you if you’re eligible for a
government grant or call us 09 81 32 42 37 or email: contact@newwave-

Return form to: New Wave Energies, 51 Rue Descartes, 87000 Limoges

New Wave Energies • Siège social : 51, rue Descartes
87000 Limoges Tel : 0 981 324 237 • S.A.S.U. au capital
de 50 000 euros • N° de Siret 800 247 274 00035
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ENGLISH
SPOKEN

artisans
ADRIAN AMOS
SPECIALIST CARPENTER/JOINER
BESPOKE JOINERY & RENOVATIONS
DOORS-SHUTTERS-STAIRS-FLOORINGKITCHENS
FULLY EQUIPPED WORKSHOP & 40 YEARS’
EXPERIENCE
LOTS OF SOLUTIONS FOR YOUR
REQUIREMENTS
REFERENCES AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST

05 45 31 14 58 / 06 63 20 24 93
adrian.luke.amos@gmail.com
SIRET : 508 248 747 000 18

ARCHITECT
Siret. 500 835 189 000 16

John Hartie B.Arch. A.R.I.A.S, R.I.B.A
ORDRE des ARCHITECTES
no. 073326
Based in La Rochefoucauld
for over 12 years
14 Rue des Bans
16110 La Rochefoucauld
T: 05 45 91 73 90 / 06 81 90 18 87
Email: john.hartie@orange.fr
Eco-Buildings - New Build
Renovations - Barn Conversions
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artisans

Petits travaux du Batiment

Stuart F Park
Painter Decorator
Siret: 489 199 661 00013

Painting, Tiling, Wallpaper hanging
all types of decorating undertaken
Confolens 16 and area
25 years experience.

Contact 05.45.85.78.30 / 06.04.49.04.10
stuart.park@hotmail.fr

Siret:530 444 496 00018

05 45 91 26 61 / 06 56 79 25 58
WE NOW CONSTRUCT

TIMBER FRAME HOUSES
FROM YOUR PLANS, DESIGNS
OR IDEAS.
FROM SUPPLY & ERECTION TO
FULL TURN KEY SERVICE

All other aspects of building, joinery, dampproofing & timber treatment still available

GLEN VINEY

BUILDING / MULTI SERVICE

Plasterer

With over 20 years’ experience (8 in France)

Plasterboarding; stud work; rail;
skimming boards existing walls;
rendering; floor screeding;
tiling floors and walls
T: 06 45 18 86 10
Email: anitaviney1@btinternet.com
Decennale insured

Troy Davey

All aspects of building work undertaken:
� Renovations
� Barn Conversions
� Plasterboarding / Plastering
� Brick/Blockwork/Stonework/Repointing
� Tiling

05 55 60 47 78
06 10 49 49 57
troy.davey@orange.fr
siret: 49895173000015

Based 87330
References Available

Andrew Hadfield
05 55 60 72 98
07 81 53 71 91
dandahadfield@aol.com
siret: 53229047500013

Siret 527 736 326 00010
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artisans
M C SCAFFOLDING
Siret: 80025145600011

Full English
Scaffolding Service
Safe, secure, adaptable. Meets all safety regs.
Covered by full public liability insurance.
Delivered, erected, and dismantled
Over 20 years’ experience. Free Quotes.

Kitchens & Bathrooms
Dry Lining - walls and ceilings
Tiling - walls and floors
Painting and decorating
Wood and Laminate flooring

Siret: 49411778100018

Depts 16, 87, part 24, 17, 79 & 86
Day: 07 85 44 26 66 / Eve: 05 45 66 49 87
martin.clare6@gmail.com

Fully insured with 10 year guarantee
Based in Dept 16 but will travel

Tel. 05 45 31 60 68 / 06 72 90 24 90
Email: aghearmon@gmail.com

Steve’s property
maintenance
ALL TYPES OF ROOFING,
RENOVATIONS, CONVERSIONS,
PLASTERING, STUD WALLS,
MAINTENANCE AND REPAIRS

FULLY INSURED

T. 05 55 50 52 02
E: lowe.steven@orange.fr
Siret 84223310800013
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One Builder

Tout Batiment

www.timhartley.fr
Lathus - Le Dorat - Bellac - La Souterraine
Dompierre-les-Églises - Saint-Léger-Magnazeix - Magnac-Laval

Registered in France 2001
05 55 60 86 62 / 06 71 78 94 34

Siret 434972303RM87
tim_hartley@hotmail.com

artisans
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artisans

ROOFING SPECIALISTS
Insurance guarantee on all work. 15 years’ experience

CONTACT: PAUL CHARLESWORTH
T: 06 77 90 08 60 E: pmcbatiment@yahoo.fr
Based Saint-Junien. Covering Depts 87-16-24
Siret : 531 655 231 00 11

Roofing / Renovations
Roofing / Renovations
ALL ASPECTS OF ROOFING /
RENDERING & POINTING
- Zinc / PVC guttering
- Anti-moss
- Insulation & Plaster boarding
- Interior / exterior renovations
For a free quotation please contact: Howard
(fully bilingual, living in France since 1990,
10 yr décennale Insurance)

Tel: 05.55.60.23.70 / 06.85.43.13.58
Email: rcc87@live.fr
Depts: 87,86,16 & 23 Siret: 799 894 860 000 11

Siret 489 815 258 00012

Sun Terraces
(traditional joinery),

Roofing,
Carpentry,
Stonework,
Renovations &
Restorations
30 yrs’ experience

Depts 16, 24, 87 Tel: 05 45 21 63 96
Email: wesley.halton@orange.fr
www.facebook.com/wezconstructions

Fully registered and insured
Trading in France since 2007

Call Mark for a free quotation:
T: 05 55 44 71 44 / M: 06 78 60 96 16
mumford.toiture@gmail.com
Siret no. 493 159 412 00037
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Professional Building and Construction in France
~ Since 2006 ~
Please see our main advert on the back page for full details

�
�
�

�
�
�

New Builds
Approved Fosses Septiques
Driveways / Land clearance

Renovations
Foundations
Lake Conformity works

South West France Fosse
Trained-Approved-Recommended

by SPANC
Can you trust your installation to anyone else!
Over 30 years’ experience

Etudes * Conception * Surveys
Maintenance * Service * Remedial

See all our work on

Siret 8234 2070 800013

southwestfrancefosse

I’m free…. but I could be yours
Advertise Your Business

From just 35€ ttc per month

www.etceteraonline.org
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motors & removals
Walton Coachworks
87600 Vayres Nick Walton
MECHANICAL WORK ON ALL MAKES &
MODELS IRRESPECTIVE OF AGE

CARS MOTORCYCLES LIGHT TRUCKS

CHABANAIS WORKSHOP
Free courtesy cars - Valeting - Car storage with free
airport drop offs - Cambelts - Diagnostics - Welding
Electrics - Tow bars - Tyre-fitting/Punctures - A/C
CT Prep - Garden Tools & Chainsaws Sharpened
Email rmbservicesfrance@gmail.com
Tel. 06 01 59 60 75 Siret: 815 114 7720 0016

• Welding • Servicing • Diagnosis • Stereo & CD
installation • LHD lights & tow-bars fitted
• Wheel alignment • Replacement tyres & balancing
• Interior & exterior valeting

NEW

• Pre-Controle Technique check • Top quality tyres
(within 48 hrs) • Parts available same day or
in 24hrs - less common cars 3-day delivery
walton-coachworks@hotmail.com
Tel: 07 87 65 53 11 / 05 55 78 67 02

Typically 40% cheaper than French prices

Tyre fitting, inc balancing : 12€
Tracking/Alignment
: 35€
Car/Van servicing
: 75€ + parts
E: dixontyres@gmail.com
T: 0545 306707

siret 53821341400013

Depts 16, 86, 87 & 24
(Car & van servicing, Towbars & LHD lights)
Any make of Car or Van
Fully mobile service at your address

siret: 48252490700011

TRANSITION REMOVALS

Full and Part Loads
Relocations in France

Siret 502 021 660 00019

Packing & Storage Options

Tel: 05 49 07 24 85

Franglais Deliveries
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Family run business based in France which prides itself on a personal professional service.
7 tonne truck to and from the UK and Europe, we also have a box trailer for larger loads.
Our highly experienced staff provide a door to door service with packing and dry secure storage
We are a professional furniture removal company NOT a man and a van.
Please call Phil and Jean Evans....

Phone (+33) 05 55 34 19 46 Mobile (+33) 06 80 75 87 14
Email p.evans@orange.fr Visit www.transitionremovals.net

motors & removals

etcetera
Supporting
Local Business
Since 2006
www.etceteraonline.org

A Family Run Storage Firm in the Heart of the Limousin

●
●
●
●
●
●

Weekly United Kingdom � France � Spain
United Kingdom - Kent & Home Counties
Storage La Souterraine / Canterbury / Lincolnshire
Very competitive rates
Fully Insured
Call Matt on: 0044 (0)7506 457225
Email: ma.europeanremovals@gmail.com
20+ years’ experience

Brexit-busting Super Low Prices!
Secure, dry, insulated storage
Established 2007

Now storing cars, caravans
and camping cars
Call Karen for a quote on

09 66 03 52 89
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listing

Discover

SOUTHAMPTON

and the South of England from Limoges!

More information on www.britishairways.com
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Estate Agents
Advertise Your Business
New edition every month

Contact Sam or Gayle:
editors.etcetera@gmail.com

etcetera magazine
Supporting Local Businesses Since 2006
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